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ABSTRACT
We introduce Z-Sequence, a novel empirical model that utilises photometric measure-
ments of observed galaxies within a specified search radius to estimate the photometric red-
shift of galaxy clusters. Z-Sequence itself is composed of a machine learning ensemble based
on the k-nearest neighbours algorithm. We implement an automated feature selection strategy
that iteratively determines appropriate combinations of filters and colours to minimise photo-
metric redshift prediction error. We intend for Z-Sequence to be a standalone technique but it
can be combined with cluster finders that do not intrinsically predict redshift, such as our own
DEEP-CEE. In this proof-of-concept study we train, fine-tune and test Z-Sequence on pub-
licly available cluster catalogues derived from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. We determine
the photometric redshift prediction error of Z-Sequence via the median value of |∆z|/(1 + z)
(across a photometric redshift range of 0.05 ≤ z ≤ 0.6) to be ∼ 0.01 when applying a small
search radius. The photometric redshift prediction error for test samples increases by 30-50
per cent when the search radius is enlarged, likely due to line-of-sight interloping galaxies.
Eventually, we aim to apply Z-Sequence to upcoming imaging surveys such as the Legacy
Survey of Space and Time to provide photometric redshift estimates for large samples of as
yet undiscovered and distant clusters.
Key words: galaxies: clusters: general – methods: statistical – methods: data analysis – tech-
niques: photometric – galaxies: distances and redshifts
1 INTRODUCTION
Galaxy clusters are the most massive gravitationally bound objects
to have formed in the Universe, with deep potential wells that cor-
respond to matter density peaks (Dressler 1984; Huss et al. 1999;
Kravtsov & Borgani 2012). During the past few decades, the ad-
vent of modern imaging surveys has significantly contributed to
the study of large scale structure and galaxy evolution across cos-
mic time. These surveys generate a huge abundance of data that
encourages the need for automated algorithms (e.g. da Costa et al.
1998; Falco et al. 1999; York et al. 2000; Colless et al. 2001; Jones
et al. 2009; Baldry et al. 2010; Eisenstein et al. 2011; Huchra et al.
2012; Blanton et al. 2017). From which, properties of clusters such
as redshift, luminosity and richness can be estimated and used as
probes for astrophysics and cosmology (e.g. Howlett et al. 2015;
Planck Collaboration et al. 2016; de Haan et al. 2016; Ross et al.
2017; Gil-Marín et al. 2017; Beutler et al. 2017; Alam et al. 2017;
Ata et al. 2018; Joudaki et al. 2018; Amendola et al. 2018; Abbott
et al. 2018a).
The Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST1, Ivezić et al.
1 LSST will be conducted using the 8.4-meter Simonyi Survey Telescope
2019) will be the state-of-the-art imaging survey for the next
decade of astronomy. It will repeatedly image the entire southern
hemisphere and is forecasted to generate up to twenty terabytes of
data per night over a ten year period. Due to the quantity of data
involved, the development of automated algorithms for LSST will
be crucial to handle extensive data processing and analysis tasks.
In addition, LSST will observe at deeper depths and wider sky cov-
erage compared to previous surveys. This would increase the red-
shift range and lower the mass limit sensitivity of current cluster
observations, such that thousands of new clusters are likely to be
discovered.
There are presently two approaches used to determine galaxy
redshifts, these are through spectroscopy and photometry (e.g.
Walcher et al. 2011; Piattella 2018). However whilst the former is
precise it is also time-consuming, expensive and difficult to perform
for faint distant sources, which limits the number of observations
with spectroscopic redshifts. Alternatively, photometric redshifts
are fast to acquire and have been shown to be successful for faint
distant sources (e.g. Ilbert et al. 2009). Conventional methods to
at the Vera Rubin Observatory operating with six broad-band filters: u, g, r,
i, z and Y.
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estimate photometric redshift involve either empirical or template
fitting algorithms. Empirical algorithms learn a target function of
the underlying relationships between observed brightness, colour
and spectroscopic redshift from a large training sample of galaxies
(e.g. Weinstein et al. 2004; Lopes 2007; Carrasco Kind & Brun-
ner 2013; Bilicki et al. 2018; Pasquet et al. 2019). Whilst, template
fitting algorithms match observed fluxes to theoretical spectral en-
ergy distributions of different galaxy types at reference redshifts
(e.g. Bolzonella et al. 2000; Babbedge et al. 2004; Gorecki et al.
2014; Fotopoulou & Paltani 2018). Nevertheless, photometric red-
shifts tend to have larger measurement errors than spectroscopic
redshifts since photometric filters operate with low wavelength res-
olution, which means that individual spectral features can not be
utilised to determine redshift.
Photometric redshifts are often employed by imaging surveys
to provide initial redshift estimates for many galaxies (e.g. Sánchez
et al. 2014; Laigle et al. 2016; Beck et al. 2016; Tanaka et al. 2018),
of which sub-samples can be followed up with spectroscopic red-
shifts. Similarly, it is important to develop models that will pro-
vide researchers with accurate initial redshift estimates for large
and deep samples of the cluster population. In terms of predictive
power for the low to intermediate redshift regime, empirical algo-
rithms with sufficient training samples will generally outperform
template fitting algorithms because template fitting algorithms re-
quire more physical assumptions when constructing spectral energy
distributions to reflect possible observations. Whereas for the high
redshift regime, template fitting algorithms will typically outper-
form empirical algorithms since high redshift training samples are
more difficult to obtain due to observing limitations (Salvato et al.
2019).
In order to estimate redshifts for clusters, it is first required to
identify cluster members within a given search area. This can be
conducted by utilising the red sequence (Yee et al. 1999; Gladders
& Yee 2000), which takes advantage of the fact that ‘red’ early-
type galaxies are often found in clusters (Dressler 1980). From
which, the red sequence is seen as a well-defined linear relation-
ship in colour-magnitude space (CMS) that evolves with redshift
(Stott et al. 2009). This sequence is sloped such that bright cluster
members are redder than their fainter counterparts. In CMS, galaxy
types can be differentiated based on their underlying stellar popu-
lations into a red sequence and blue cloud region (Jin et al. 2014).
Generally, the red sequence contains predominately ‘red’ elliptical
and lenticular galaxies, whilst the blue cloud contains mostly ‘blue’
spiral and ‘disk’-like galaxies. However, minority exceptions do ex-
ist such as ‘red’ spiral galaxies (Wolf et al. 2009) and ‘blue’ ellip-
tical galaxies (Schawinski et al. 2009). From which, an empirical
algorithm can estimate photometric redshift based on the observed
red sequence (e.g. Hsieh et al. 2005; Rykoff et al. 2014). This in-
volves training an empirical algorithm to learn the redshifts from
examples of known red sequences, such that the red sequence of an
unknown cluster can be interpolated by the algorithm.
Additionally in order to break any colour-redshift degenera-
cies, where galaxies at different redshifts could have resembling
colours, multi-dimensional CMS should be employed to reduce the
reliance on specific colours. For example, a single colour that only
utilised short wavelength optical filters would struggle to detect the
red sequence of a high redshift cluster since the filters would be un-
able to observe the redshifted 4000Å break2, which is a distinctive
broad spectral feature seen in the continuum spectrum of elliptical
2 The 4000Å break is caused by the blanket absorption of photons at spe-
galaxies (Dressler & Shectman 1987). By utilising more colours, it
is possible to straddle the 4000Å break to account for its transition
at different redshifts (Gladders & Yee 2000; Stott et al. 2007).
For this paper, we employ an automated feature selection strat-
egy that selects appropriate combinations of filters and colours in
multi-dimensional CMS. We intend for this feature selection pro-
cess to be fully data-driven based on observed galaxy photome-
try data, such that the selected features are effective at minimis-
ing photometric redshift prediction error. This method also comes
with multiple practical benefits. Firstly, it is able to work with in-
complete filter sets, as it does not rely on any specific filter. Sec-
ondly, it does not depend on galaxy photometric redshift cata-
logues. Thirdly, this approach can be combined with cluster finders
that do not naturally predict redshift, such as DEEP-CEE (Chan
& Stott 2019), since Z-Sequence only requires input astronomical
coordinates and a photometry catalogue to predict photometric red-
shift of clusters.
We structure this paper with the following layout. In §2
we outline our methodology where §§2.1 describes our data pre-
processing approach, §§2.2 describes our feature selection strat-
egy plus machine learning algorithm and §§2.3 describes how we
train our model. In §3 we present our results where §§3.1 describes
the feature selection and filter magnitude-cut analysis, §§3.2 de-
scribes the hyper-parameter tuning and §§3.3 plus §§3.4 describes
the tuned model performance on test sets. In §4 we review our find-
ings where §§4.1 discusses the effectiveness of the tuned model at
making predictions and §§4.2 discusses the practicality of the ma-
chine learning techniques used in this paper. Finally, in §5 we sum-
marise this paper.
We assume the ΛCDM cosmological parameters H0 =
71 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.27 and ΩΛ = 0.73.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Preparation Of Photometric Datasets
We utilise candidate clusters detected in the Sloan Digital Sky Sur-
vey III (SDSS-III, Eisenstein et al. 2011) by the WHL12 (Wen et al.
2012) and redMaPPer (Rykoff et al. 2014) cluster catalogues as part
of our training, validation and test sets under a supervised learning
approach (Kotsiantis et al. 2007). WHL12 uses photometric red-
shifts of galaxies estimated by SDSS to identify overdense regions
of galaxy clustering via a grouping algorithm, in which the clus-
ter redshift was calculated from the median value of determined
cluster members. Whilst redMaPPer search for the red sequence
within CMS across the SDSS sky coverage. The observed red se-
quence profile of highly probable cluster members was then fit with
a self-trained model of template red sequences to estimate cluster
redshift. It should be noted that the full WHL12 cluster catalogue
has a photometric redshift range of 0.05 ≤ z ≤ 0.7846 and the full
redMaPPer cluster catalogue has a photometric redshift range of
0.0811 ≤ z ≤ 0.5983.
Initially, we apply two selection criterion to the WHL12 clus-
ter catalogue to identify clusters that had photometric redshifts be-
tween 0.0 < z < 0.6 and also contain more than twenty member
galaxies. This provides us with an approximation of the distribution
of clusters found at different redshifts. From which, we calculate a
cific wavelengths from metals in the ionised atmospheres of old stellar pop-
ulations (Kauffmann et al. 2003).
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mean photometric redshift of z = 0.3127 based on the selected clus-
ters. We use this mean photometric redshift to determine an angular
distance of 54.96 arcseconds, which corresponds with the average
cluster core optical radius of ∼ 250 kpc (Girardi et al. 1995). This
angular distance also corresponds to a radius of approximately 100
kpc at z = 0.1 and 334 kpc at z = 0.5. We then cross-match the clus-
ters from the full WHL12 and redMaPPer cluster catalogues that
are within 54.96 arcseconds and also within a photometric redshift
range of ±0.04(1 + z) as used by Wen et al. (2009)3. This ensures
that we cleanly separate clusters to improve signal-to-noise in the
dataset. The matching and non-matching clusters are then split into
the following three datasets:
• MWAR - Cross-matched WHL12 and redMapper clusters.
• WNMR - WHL12 clusters with no cross-matched redMapper
clusters.
• RNMW - redMapper clusters with no cross-matched WHL12
clusters.
Next, we reapply our initial two selection criterion to all the
clusters in the MWAR, RNMW and WNMR datasets. This splits
the clusters in each dataset into distinctive redshift and richness
groupings, which can be used to examine how the Z-Sequence
model performs on clusters that have these different properties. We
set clusters that have properties within the selection criterion limits
as the main training and test sets, whilst clusters that have prop-
erties outside the selection criterion limits are used as additional
test sets. From which, the number of clusters within the selection
criterion limits for the MWAR dataset is 8841 with a photomet-
ric redshift range of 0.0698 ≤ z ≤ 0.5986, the WNMR dataset is
9723 with a photometric redshift range of 0.05 ≤ z ≤ 0.599 and
the RNMW dataset is 8646 with a photometric redshift range of
0.0811≤ z≤ 0.5983. In addition, the observed redshift distributions
and positions of clusters from each dataset can be seen in Figures 1
and SA1 (available online).
We proceed to cross-match the astronomical coordinates of
clusters in each dataset to galaxies found in the SDSS-III Data Re-
lease 9 photometric catalogue (SDSS-III DR9, Ahn et al. 2012)
that are within the previously defined angular distance of 54.96
arcseconds. We select ‘primary’ observations4 of galaxies that
have ‘clean’ photometry as determined by SDSS. This catalogue
provides photometric measurements5 for the following filters and
colours:
• Filters: u, g, r, i, z,
• Colours: u-g, g-r, r-i, i-z , u-r, g-i, r-z, u-i, g-z, u-z,
where we use these filters and colours as our input features in §§2.2.
We assume that any of the SDSS identified galaxies which lie
3 Wen et al. (2009) suggests that a photometric redshift gap of ±0.04(1+ z)
is a suitable indicator of true cluster richness, which corresponds to a rest
frame velocity range of 24000 km s−1 to account for the uncertainty of the
photometric redshifts.
4 The term ‘primary’ refers to the best imaging observation recorded for a
survey object if it was seen multiple times during an observing run in an
SDSS plate, whilst other observations of the object are called ‘secondary’.
A more in-depth explanation can be found on http://www.sdss3.org/
dr9/help/glossary.php
5 SDSS ‘modelMag’ measurements are used for filter magnitudes and
colours of galaxies. This approach ensures the same aperture is used for
all filters and the resultant magnitudes are calculated based off the best-
fit model parameters observed in the r-band. For further details see http:
//www.sdss3.org/dr9/algorithms/magnitudes.php
Figure 1. Frequency histogram of the ‘actual’ redshift distributions of clus-
ters, where photometric redshifts of clusters in the MWAR (blue dashed
line) and WNMR (green dotted line) datasets are originally estimated by
WHL12. Whilst the photometric redshifts of clusters in the RNMW (red
dotted line) dataset are originally estimated by redMaPPer.
along the line-of-sight and within 54.96 arcseconds of the input
astronomical coordinates are part of the same cluster, from which
we assign each individual galaxy a cluster ID number for cross-
referencing. To reduce the number of interloped galaxies, we em-
pirically set multiple search radii of approximately 50, 100 and 150
kpc at the mean photometric redshift of z = 0.3127, which corre-
sponds to angular distances of 10, 21 and 32 arcseconds respec-
tively. The number of interlopers will also depend on the position
accuracy of the input cluster coordinates relative to the true cluster
centroid. The reason we employ multiple search radii was to en-
sure that if the smallest search radius did not find a galaxy in the
SDSS-III DR9 photometric catalogue, then the search radius would
increase until a galaxy was found. This also provides a test for the
effectiveness of the algorithm when given different views of the
cluster core. It should be noted that this results in multiple forms
of the training/validation/test sets that contain additional galaxies
in clusters found within each search radius.
We assign the MWAR dataset as the training/validation sets
and WNMR/RNMW datasets as test sets. The redshift distributions
of the clusters in these datasets can be seen in Figure SA2 (avail-
able online) for each search radius. We chose the MWAR dataset as
the training set since we expect that these clusters would be more
likely to host a populated core, where the red sequence would be
well-defined (Kodama et al. 1998; Gladders et al. 1998; de Pro-
pris et al. 1999; Lidman et al. 2008; Mei et al. 2009; Newman
et al. 2014; Strazzullo et al. 2016) in comparison to clusters in
the WNMR/RNMW datasets, given the nature of the methods of
WHL12 and redMaPPer. We want our model to learn and utilise
‘red sequence’-like features found within high dimensional CMS
to effectively predict photometric redshifts across a broad redshift
range.
Finally, we investigate how varying the brightness for filter
magnitude-cuts (see Table 1) could improve the accuracy of photo-
metric redshift estimates, as this will remove galaxies from the less
well-defined faint end of the red sequence that have relatively large
filter magnitude errors and filter magnitude values fainter than a
MNRAS 000, 1–164 (2021)
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Filter LM LM-0.5 LM-1.0 LM-1.5 LM-2.0 LM-2.5
[mag] [mag] [mag] [mag] [mag] [mag]
u 21.6 21.1 20.6 20.1 19.6 19.1
g 22.2 21.7 21.2 20.7 20.2 19.7
r 22.2 21.7 21.2 20.7 20.2 19.7
i 21.3 20.8 20.3 19.8 19.3 18.8
z 20.7 20.2 19.7 19.2 18.7 18.2
Table 1. This table contains the SDSS limiting magnitude (LM) values of
each filter with specified magnitude-cuts. The LM values are determined
from 95 per cent completeness studies of point sources6. The filter mag-
nitude values shown are converted from the SDSS ugriz magnitude sys-
tem (Lupton et al. 1999) to AB magnitude system (Oke & Gunn 1983).
It should be noted that the SDSS ugriz magnitude system is very simi-
lar to the AB magnitude system but not exact (Doi et al. 2010), such that
uAB = uS DS S −0.04 and zAB = zS DS S + 0.02 (Abazajian et al. 2004).
specified limiting magnitude6 value. In addition, we also compare
the performance of using filter magnitude-cuts to a control group
dataset that had no filter magnitude-cuts applied.
2.2 Model Techniques
2.2.1 Feature Selection Process
It should be noted that we have a total of 32,768 possible combina-
tions for the input features (see the filters and colours described in
§§2.1) that could be tested. Due to the computational cost involved
to examine all these combinations, we decide to employ an auto-
mated feature selection technique known as Sequential Forward
Selection (SFS, Guyon & Elisseeff 2003) to determine appropriate
filters and colours. This technique is a ‘greedy’ iterative strategy
that builds a subset of features via a bottom-up selection approach
starting from an empty feature subset. Each iteration evaluates the
performance of feature combinations, where SFS selects and stores
the feature that best satisfies an objective function7 into the empty
feature subset. From which, we employ a multi-objective function
that checks if the following conditions are satisfied in each iteration
of SFS:






where Ez is the photometric redshift prediction error for each
tested cluster, Pi is the estimated photometric redshift for each
cluster and Ai is the ‘actual’8 photometric redshift for each clus-
ter. Figure SA3 (available online) shows a direct comparison of
6 Limiting magnitudes for the SDSS telescope are found by repeated ob-
servations of a patch of sky to obtain a magnitude value that provides 95
per cent completeness of point sources (York et al. 2000; Strauss et al.
2002; Ivezić et al. 2004). See SDSS imaging camera scope at http:
//www.sdss3.org/dr9/scope.php for magnitude limits of each filter.
7 An objective function is a general term used to describe a function of de-
fined conditions that is minimised or maximised to find the optimal solution
for the given objective (Goodfellow et al. 2016).
8 This depended on which dataset was used as the photometric redshifts of
clusters in the MWAR and WNMR datasets were from the WHL12 cluster
catalogue whilst photometric redshifts of clusters in the RNMW dataset
were from the redMaPPer cluster catalogue.
Figure 2. A simplified perspective of the SFS strategy. The solid line with
black arrows indicate the path taken by SFS to select features and the dashed
lines represent the boundaries of feature space. It can be seen that as SFS
progresses the feature space shrinks due to the reduced number of possible
outcomes, where SFS continues until it converges on a set of features. This
diagram was inspired by Gutierrez-Osuna (2011).
the photometric redshifts for cross-matched clusters from the
WHL12 and redMaPPer cluster catalogues, where both cata-
logues appear to be in good agreement.
The median of photometric redshift prediction errors pro-
duced during an iteration must be lower than the median of pho-
tometric redshift prediction errors from the previous iteration to
continue SFS iterations.
(ii) Filter magnitude-cuts are used to remove galaxies fainter than
a specified magnitude threshold for each photometry filter to im-
prove the signal-to-noise of the datasets. This can result in clus-
ters with no galaxies remaining. We determine a percentage of
clusters retained by counting the number of clusters that have
galaxies remaining, after filter magnitude-cuts are applied, from
the initial total in a dataset. From which, we set a threshold for
the percentage of clusters retained in the MWAR dataset must be
equal or greater than 95 per cent9 to continue SFS iterations.
In Figure 2 we observe that the SFS strategy is a computation-
ally efficient approach as it searches through a reduced number of
possible combinations, where all selected features are not included
for reconsideration in subsequent SFS iterations. The process con-
tinues until the objective function is no longer satisfied with the
remainder of the input features. We also compare the performance
of these features to a control group of features that are not selected
with SFS, where the control group features are g, r, i, g-r, r-i, g-
i. We assume that the control group features would perform well
since these filters and colours would likely display ‘red sequence’-
like features over a wide range of redshifts in CMS (Stott et al.
2009; Rykoff et al. 2014) accounting for the shifting of the 4000 Å
break (Hamilton 1985).
9 A tolerable percentage of data purposely excluded from the dataset
should be low, otherwise systematic biases and sample misrepresentation
induced by the missing data could be introduced into our analysis (Kang
2013).
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2.2.2 Machine Learning Algorithm
We adopt the sequential random k-nearest neighbours (SRKNN,
Park & Kim 2015) algorithm as the foundation of our model. The
SRKNN algorithm is an ensemble (Dietterich 2000) that aggre-
gates multiple k-nearest neighbours (KNN, Fix 1951; Cover & Hart
1967) models into one global model (see Figure 3). The KNN algo-
rithm is classed as a non-parametric learning method (Webb 2010)
in the field of machine learning that can be used for non-linear re-
gression tasks. This means that the algorithm has no learnable pa-
rameters to train (e.g. weights in a neural network algorithm, Mc-
Culloch & Pitts 1943). Predictions for the KNN algorithm are pro-
duced by averaging the labelled values of the nearest neighbour
training data points to the input data points, where we use the Eu-
clidean distance metric10 to compute distances. The main charac-
teristics of the SRKNN algorithm involve bootstrap with replace-
ment (Efron 1979; Efron & Tibshirani 1986) of the training set and
random initialisation of input features to train each internal KNN
model. These traits can improve the overall accuracy of predictions
as a greater variety of features would be considered for each inter-
nal KNN model.
The SRKNN algorithm has three main hyper-parameter set-
tings that should be optimised before deployment. These hyper-
parameter settings are listed as follows:
• The number of internal KNN models (also equivalent to number
of bootstrap resamples used).
• The number of randomly initialised input features.
• The number of nearest neighbours.
Park & Kim (2015) suggests that the performance of the
SRKNN algorithm depends on the values assigned for each hyper-
parameter setting, where the optimal values vary for different
datasets. In §§3.2 we examine and tune each hyper-parameter set-
ting with the MWAR validation set.
2.3 Outline Of Model Training
Here, we describe the steps used to train and test our model for each
search radius. The key points are summarised as follows:
1. Candidate clusters from the WHL12 and redMaPPer cluster
catalogues were split into training, validation and test sets.
The MWAR dataset was designated as the training/validation
set (80:20 per cent split ratio), whilst the RNMW/WNMR
datasets were used as test sets. Photometric measurements of
observed galaxies in the clusters was obtained from the SDSS-III
DR9 photometric catalogue and full-sky dust reddening maps
(Schlegel et al. 1998; Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011) were also
used to account for galactic extinction.
2. All the filters and colours described in §§2.1 are assigned as
input features to a single KNN algorithm for feature selection
and filter magnitude-cut analysis. If a filter was used as part of
an input feature, then the corresponding filter magnitude-cut
was applied to exclude galaxies that had poor photometric
measurements in that filter. The mean and standard deviation
10 It is known that distance comparisons in Euclidean space can become
less effective with increasing dimensionality as the distance ratios become
more uniform (Aggarwal et al. 2002). This means that other distance met-
rics such as cosine, Chi-squared, Manhattan and Minkowski (Hu et al. 2016)
could also be considered.
were also calculated for each feature in the MWAR training set
to perform feature scaling11. From which, all input datasets to
our model will require feature scaling with the same mean and
standard deviation values determined for the MWAR training set.
3. Thirty repetitions of ten-fold cross validation (Stone 1974)
were computed with SFS for a individual KNN algorithm,
where a single nearest neighbour was used12. This process was
important for multiple reasons. Firstly, to analyse the stability
of the KNN algorithm from minor changes to the training set.
Secondly, to examine the relative frequency of features selected
by SFS. Thirdly, to evaluate how filter magnitude-cuts affect the
accuracy of photometric redshift predictions. Lastly, to provide
a basis for comparing an individual algorithm with an ensemble
algorithm.
4. The optimal filter magnitude-cuts determined for a single KNN
algorithm were utilised for the SRKNN algorithm via transfer
learning (Torrey & Shavlik 2010). From which, the training
data for the internal KNN models of the SRKNN algorithm
were built with bootstrap resamples, where bootstrap with
replacement of the MWAR training set was used. Any clusters
that were not used for bootstrapping of an internal KNN model
were instead used for feature selection training of that internal
KNN model with SFS. This ensured that all available training
data was utilised.
5. The hyper-parameter settings of the SRKNN algorithm were
tuned via a grid search strategy (Bergstra & Bengio 2012) using
hold-out validation (Reitermanova 2010) of the MWAR valida-
tion set. This also examined how each of the hyper-parameter
settings affected the model performance and generalisation.
6. Evaluation of the tuned model performance was obtained with
the WNMR/RNMW test sets, which were all unseen clusters.
Uncertainties for the photometric redshift estimate of each clus-
ter were approximated with empirical bootstrap confidence inter-
vals. Additionally, the tuned model was run on clusters with low
richness13 and clusters at high redshift14 to assess the response
of the tuned model on clusters with unseen properties.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Feature Selection and Filter Magnitude-Cut Analysis
Following the procedure described in §2.3, we first examine the
stability of photometric redshift predictions for a single KNN al-
gorithm. As seen in Figure 4, we observe that for brighter filter
magnitude-cuts the number of selected features by SFS are more
contrast, such that the resultant feature subsets for fainter filter
magnitude-cuts are more strongly influenced by the observations
11 All photometric measurements of features are standardised with zero-
mean centering and unit variance, which is necessary for the comparison of
Euclidean distance measurements (Raschka 2014).
12 A single nearest neighbour minimises algorithmic biases which in turn
maximises the variance of predictions (Friedman et al. 2001).
13 We define a cluster with low richness as a cluster that has a richness of
twenty or fewer member galaxies.
14 We define a cluster at high redshift as a cluster that has a photometric
redshift equal or greater than 0.6, which is the upper limit of our training
set.
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Figure 3. A schematic diagram of the SRKNN algorithm. The solid lines with black arrows indicates the flow of input data to an ‘N’ number of internal KNN
models. In this example diagram, we use a red circle in each internal KNN model to represent an input test data point, black squares represent training data
points and the green outline show the nearest neighbour training data points from the input test data point. From which, the median of training label values for
the corresponding nearest neighbour training data points is used as a prediction for an internal KNN model, where the global model prediction is approximated
with the median of predictions across all internal KNN models.
in the MWAR training set itself. However, as seen from the corre-
sponding photometric redshift prediction errors, we find that this
did not significantly alter the stability of predictions. We also com-
pare the performance of SFS selected features with the control
group features (see §§§2.2.1), which had not been SFS selected.
We repeat the same procedure used to analyse the SFS selected fea-
tures for the control group features as well. From which, in Figure
S1 (available online) we find that the control group features tend to
have larger photometric redshift prediction errors in comparison to
the SFS selected features for each search radius.
By repeatedly applying ten-fold cross validation to the MWAR
training set we could also examine the relative frequency of fea-
tures selected by SFS. This was done by calculating the relative
frequency of features observed in the best performing feature sub-
sets across all thirty repeats. As seen from Table 2, we find that
some of the features are frequently selected whilst other features
are rarely chosen, such that certain features are more likely to be
picked by SFS if they are present in the input features.
Next, we determine the optimal filter magnitude-cut for each
search radius by identifying filter magnitude-cut values that re-
turned the lowest photometric redshift prediction error and retained
at least 95 per cent of clusters. In Figures 4 and S1 (available on-
line), we find that the LM filter magnitude-cut is the optimal filter
magnitude-cut for the 10 and 21 arcseconds search radii whilst the
LM-0.5 filter magnitude-cut is the optimal filter magnitude-cut for
the 32 arcseconds search radius. We also compare whether apply-
ing filter magnitude-cuts improves the predictive performance of
the model. In Figures 4 and S1 (available online) we find that a
dataset, NC, with no filter magnitude-cuts applied to it, is not the
optimal filter magnitude-cut for any search radius whilst datasets
with filter magnitude-cuts applied often had lower photometric red-
shift prediction errors.
We also assess how magnitude-cuts of the filters themselves
affect the percentage of clusters retained in the MWAR training set,
where the optimal filter magnitude-cut for each search radius was
applied. From Figure 5 we find that all filters, except for the u fil-
ter, satisfied the 95 per cent cluster retainment threshold at each
search radius. In addition, we observe in Table 2 that the u filter did
not appear in any final feature subset. From which, we decide that
all input features which did not involve the u filter would be used
as the new input features for the SRKNN algorithm to reduce the
computational cost of evaluating redundant features during feature
selection training. One would expect the u filter to be a poor pre-
dictor of redshift beyond very low redshift as it will probe further
into the UV with increased redshift.
3.2 Hyper-Parameter Tuning Analysis Of The SRKNN
Algorithm
We combine the optimal filter magnitude-cuts learned in §§3.1
with a grid search strategy to fine-tune the SRKNN algorithm,
which is known as inductive transfer learning (Vilalta et al. 2010;
Segev & El-Yaniv 2016). We assume that the knowledge learned
for the KNN algorithm is appropriate for the SRKNN algorithm,
since the SRKNN algorithm is an extension of the KNN algorithm.
From which, we ran the grid search on all combinations of hyper-
parameter settings with a specified range of values to evaluate how
each hyper-parameter setting affects model generalisation and pre-
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Figure 4. Plots displaying the results from applying filter magnitude-cuts to the MWAR training set using a single KNN algorithm with SFS selected features
for each search radii (10 arcseconds on the top row, 21 arcseconds on the middle row and 32 arcseconds on the bottom row). ‘NC’ represents a dataset with
no filter magnitude-cuts applied and ‘LM’ represents the MWAR dataset with SFS selected features where filter magnitude-cuts are applied to the limiting
magnitude of SDSS. In addition, ‘LM’ is the faintest filter magnitude-cut whilst ‘LM-2.5’ is the brightest filter magnitude-cut. Left column: Number of features
selected for the best performing feature subset in ten-fold cross validation across thirty repeats. Middle column: Median of photometric redshift prediction
errors (|∆z|/(1 + z)) across all tested clusters for the best performing feature subset in ten-fold cross validation across thirty repeats, where the shaded regions
represent 95 per cent confidence intervals. Right column: Percentage of test clusters retained after filter magnitude-cuts are applied with the best performing
feature subset in ten-fold cross validation across thirty repeats. It should also be noted that if the percentage of clusters retained, after filter magnitude-cuts are
applied, do not satisfy the 95 per cent cluster retainment threshold we would not display the corresponding results in the other columns.
Search Radius Optimal Filter Magnitude-Cut SFS Selected Features Relative Frequency Of SFS Selected Features
[arcseconds] [mag] (per cent)
10 LM r-i, g-z, r-z, g, g-i, z, r, i-z, g-r, i 100, 100, 90, 83, 67, 53, 47, 40, 30, 13
21 LM z, r-i, g-i, g-z, r, g, g-r, i, r-z 87, 80, 80, 70, 63, 60, 60, 47, 47
32 LM-0.5 g-z, r-i, g-i, g-r, g, i-z, z, r, i, r-z 93, 83, 83, 77, 70, 60, 50, 47, 43, 27
Table 2. A table displaying the relative frequency of features selected by SFS across thirty repeats of ten-fold cross validation on the MWAR training set with a
single KNN algorithm at the optimal filter magnitude-cut for each search radius. The selected features are listed in the same order as the corresponding relative
frequency. It can be seen that the z filter, rather than a colour, has the highest relative frequency amongst the features at the 21 arcseconds search radius for a
single KNN algorithm but the relative frequency diminishes when the z filter is instead used in an ensemble (see §§3.2).
dictive performance. The following hyper-parameter setting values
are used in the grid search:
• The number of internal KNN models - 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60,
70, 80, 90, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 550, 600,
650, 700, 750, 800, 850, 900, 950, 1000.
• The number of initialised random features - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10.
• The number of nearest neighbours - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25.
We utilise validation curves (VanderPlas 2016) to analyse the
response from different hyper-parameter setting combinations of
the SRKNN algorithm. This involves fixing each hyper-parameter
setting as a constant with respect to the other hyper-parameter set-
tings to compute the median of photometric redshift prediction er-
rors across all tested clusters with that fixed hyper-parameter set-
ting. We focus on minimising the photometric redshift prediction
error on the MWAR validation set rather than the MWAR train-
ing set. Since the MWAR training set had already been seen by
the model, the results from the MWAR training set would be bi-
ased whilst the MWAR validation set remains unseen by the model.
However, running the model on both the MWAR training and val-
idation sets is still beneficial to check the generalisation of the
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Figure 5. Percentage of clusters retained in the MWAR training set after
applying the optimal filter magnitude-cuts for each search radius to the u,
g, r, i, z, ugriz and griz filters. The orange dashed line highlights the 95 per
cent cluster retainment threshold.
hyper-parameter settings, as the model can overfit and underfit
when applied on its own training data.
Firstly, we evaluate the model performance based on the num-
ber of nearest neighbours for each search radius. In Figure 6, we
find that for a small number of nearest neighbours the model has
high predictive variance as we observe a large difference between
the training and validation errors. Although, we notice that the over-
all photometric redshift prediction error decreases as the number of
nearest neighbours increases for the MWAR validation set, whereas
the overall photometric redshift prediction error increases as the
number of nearest neighbours increases for the MWAR training set.
It can be seen that the number of nearest neighbours is a very impor-
tant hyper-parameter setting to tune since the model performance
varies a lot depending on the value used. From which, we determine
the optimal values for the number of nearest neighbours of each
search radius to be 19 for 10 arcseconds, 19 for 21 arcseconds and
16 for 32 arcseconds. It should be noted that the number of nearest
neighbours value with the lowest photometric redshift prediction
error was actually 25 for each search radius. We purposely avoid
selecting this value since the number of nearest neighbours value
has a large impact on the model performance, such that selecting
the hyper-parameter value with the lowest photometric prediction
error could likely overfit the model on the MWAR validation set
itself. Instead, we prefer to choose more conservative values for the
optimal number of nearest neighbours to balance model generali-
sation and performance.
Secondly, we examine the model performance based on the
number of initialised random features for each search radius. In
Figure 7, we find that for both the MWAR training and valida-
tion sets, the change in the photometric redshift prediction errors
quickly decreases for a small number of initialised random fea-
tures but then slowly decreases when a medium to large number
of initialised random features was used. From which, we observe
that the overall redshift prediction error decreases as the number of
initialised random features increases. This implies that the number
of initialised random features is also an important hyper-parameter
setting to tune, since the model performance on the MWAR train-
Figure 6. Validation curves from tuning the number of nearest neighbours
hyper-parameter setting, where the photometric redshift prediction errors
of the MWAR training (blue) and validation (red) sets are shown for each
search radii (10 arcseconds on the top row, 21 arcseconds in the middle row
and 32 arcseconds on the bottom row). The individual points display the me-
dian of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters and
the shaded regions represent the 25th and 75th percentiles of the photomet-
ric redshift prediction errors for a fixed number of nearest neighbours with
respect to the other hyper-parameter settings of the SRKNN algorithm. We
also label the difference between the individual points of the training and
validation errors.
ing and validation sets is somewhat reliant on the value selected.
We determine the optimal values for the number of initialised ran-
dom features of each search radius to be 9 for 10 arcseconds, 8 for
21 arcseconds and 7 for 32 arcseconds. Although, it can be seen
that having no initialised random features (using all features for
the input features) at times had lower photometric redshift predic-
tion errors. However, this could also worsen model generalisation
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Figure 7. This figure is equivalent to Figure 6 except we tune the number
of initialised random features hyper-parameter setting.
since strongly correlated features would not be restricted during
SFS. Therefore, we again decide to select more conservative values
for the optimal number of initialised random features.
Thirdly, we assess the model performance and behaviour
based on the number of bootstrap resamples used for each search
radius. Figure 8 shows that for the MWAR training and valida-
tion sets the change in the photometric redshift prediction error
steeply decreases when a very small number of bootstrap resamples
used but then remains flat as the number of bootstrap resamples in-
creases. This tells us that the number of bootstrap resamples used
is not a particularly important hyper-parameter setting to tune as
the impact on the model performance for the MWAR training and
validation sets is minimal. Efron & Tibshirani (1994) suggests that
using fifty to two hundred bootstrap resamples is sufficient to cal-
culate standard errors whereas bootstrap confidence interval esti-
mates require at least one order of magnitude higher computational
cost. From which, we decide that using one thousand bootstrap re-
samples for each search radius would be enough to benefit from
bootstrap confidence intervals. We also consider that since SFS
would have selected different features for each bootstrap sample,
we would not expect all internal KNN models to return predictions
after filter magnitude-cuts are applied. Figure 9 displays the per-
centage of clusters returned with full, partial and no bootstrap re-
samples returned for estimating photometric redshift at each search
radius. We find that employing a large number of bootstrap resam-
ples reduces the percentage of clusters returned with no bootstrap
resamples. Whilst for clusters with a full set of bootstrap resam-
ples returned, the percentage of clusters returned initially drops but
then remains flat as the number of bootstrap resamples increases.
Whereas for clusters with partial bootstrap resamples returned, the
percentage of clusters returned gradually increases as the number of
bootstrap resamples increases. For this work, we prefer to minimise
the percentage of clusters returned with no bootstrap resamples,
since we want as many clusters as possible to have photometric
redshift estimates. In Figure 10 we calculate the relative frequency
of features selected by SFS with respect to the number of bootstrap
resamples used at each search radius. It can be seen that as the
number of bootstrap resamples increases, the spread of the relative
frequency amongst the features decreases. From which, we also ob-
serve that the features with the highest relative frequency appear to
be colours whilst features with the lowest relative frequency are fil-
ters. The model has learned that colours are more significant than
filters for estimating photometric redshifts of clusters.
3.3 Model Performance Analysis With Test Sets
We use the WNMR/RNMW test sets to assess the performance of
the SRKNN algorithm with the optimal hyper-parameters learned
in §§3.2 for each search radius. As described earlier in §§2.1, the
test sets contain clusters from the WHL12 and redMaPPer cluster
catalogues with no corresponding cross-match. A summarised ver-
sion of the test results can be found in Table 3.
In Figures 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 we compare the known
photometric redshifts with the predicted photometric redshifts for
clusters in the WNMW/RNMW test sets that had full bootstrap re-
samples returned by the tuned model. We find that as the search
radius increases the median of photometric redshift prediction er-
rors across all tested clusters in both test sets increases as well
possibly due to line-of-sight interloping galaxies. From which, in
Figures SA4, SA5, SA6, SA7, SA8 and SA9 (available online) we
also examine the spatial distribution of several clusters with rela-
tively large photometric redshift prediction errors. We repeatedly
observe that if line-of-sight interloping galaxies are present within
the search radii of clusters, the resultant model predictions have
relatively large photometric redshift prediction errors. Moreover in
Figures 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 it can be seen that the width of the
95 per cent confidence intervals around predictions decreases as the
search radius increases, as shown by wider intervals. This means
there is lower precision of the predicted photometric redshift value.
Despite this, we find that the tuned model seems to perform well at
all redshifts since the majority of cases have relatively low photo-
metric redshift prediction errors for each search radius. Although,
we notice that an increasing number of cases have relatively large
photometric redshift prediction errors near to the redshift training
boundaries of the MWAR training set as the search radius increases.
Furthermore, we also examine the performance of the tuned model
on clusters in the WNMW/RNMW test sets with only partial boot-
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Test Set Search Radius Optimal Filter Magnitude-Cut # Clusters # Clusters # Clusters Ẽz
[arcseconds] [mag] (total) (radius) (tested)
WNMR 10 LM 9723 8844 8442 0.0106
WNMR 21 LM 9723 9564 9057 0.013
WNMR 32 LM-0.5 9723 9691 9057 0.014
RNMW 10 LM 8646 8131 7319 0.0123
RNMW 21 LM 8646 8577 7870 0.0156
RNMW 32 LM-0.5 8646 8635 7416 0.0181
Table 3. A table displaying the median of photometric redshift prediction errors (Ẽz, where Ez = |∆z|/(1+ z)) across all tested clusters for each test set, search
radius and optimal filter magnitude-cut. We also show the total number of clusters in the original full dataset (total), the number of clusters that have galaxies
within the specified search radius (radius) and the number of clusters that have galaxies within the specified search radius after filter magnitude-cuts (tested).
The values in this table summarise the test results in Figures 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16.
Figure 8. This figure is equivalent to Figure 6 except we tune the number
of bootstrap resamples hyper-parameter setting.
strap resamples returned for each search radius. From Figures S2,
S3, S4, S5, S6 and S7 (available online) we find that in almost all
cases the photometric redshift prediction error is poorly constrained
when partial bootstrap resamples are used.
In Figures 17 and 18 we determine the number of galax-
ies used in photometric redshift predictions of clusters from the
WNMR/RNMW test sets that had full bootstrap resamples returned
by the tuned model for each search radius. This examines how the
tuned model performs with respect to different numbers of galax-
ies. It can be seen that as the search radius increases the number
of galaxies used in photometric redshift predictions increases too.
From which, we find that the median of photometric redshift pre-
diction errors across all tested clusters is similar regardless of the
number of galaxies used by the tuned model. Although, we notice
that clusters with larger numbers of galaxies used for photometric
redshift predictions are frequently seen between low and interme-
diate redshifts with relatively low photometric redshift prediction
errors. Whereas clusters at considerably lower and higher redshifts
rarely have large numbers of galaxies used for photometric redshift
predictions and also have relatively large photometric redshift pre-
diction errors.
In Figures 19 and 20 we examine the redshift distribution of
clusters from the WNMR/RNMW test sets with no bootstrap re-
samples returned by the tuned model for each search radius. We
observe that the redshift distributions are predominantly skewed
towards higher redshifts. This could be due to the galaxies in clus-
ters at higher redshifts having poorer photometric measurements in
comparison to the galaxies in clusters at lower redshifts. Although,
it should be noted that the redshift distribution for the RNMW
dataset itself is also heavily skewed towards higher redshifts.
3.4 Further Model Testing
We also test the tuned model on additional clusters that reside in un-
seen parameter space, such as clusters with low richness and clus-
ters at redshift equal or greater than 0.6. This was to analyse the
generalisation of the tuned model, by running it on clusters with
properties that it had not been trained for, which are also likely
to be encountered in surveys. We apply the same analysis proce-
dure as performed in §§3.3 and provide the full results in the online
supplementary material. For this section we will only describe the
response of the tuned model with respect to different cluster prop-
erties.
In Figures S8, S9 and S10 (available online) we ran the tuned
model on clusters with low richness, which have a richness of
twenty or fewer member galaxies such that they did not qualify
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Figure 9. Validation curves from tuning the number of bootstrap resamples hyper-parameter setting, where the percentage of clusters returned with full, partial
and no bootstrap resamples are from the MWAR training (blue) and validation (red) sets at each search radii (10 arcseconds on the top row, 21 arcseconds in
the middle row and 32 arcseconds on the bottom row). The individual points display the percentage of clusters returned across a fixed number of bootstrap
resamples with respect to the other hyper-parameter settings of the SRKNN algorithm.
for the MWAR dataset, to obtain photometric redshift predictions
that have full bootstrap resamples returned at each search radius.
We find that the number of cases with relatively large photometric
redshift prediction errors increases as the search radius increases,
particularly at higher redshifts. However, we also notice that the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors for each search
radius remains relatively low when compared to the median of pho-
tometric redshift prediction errors for the WNMR/RNMW test sets.
Moreover, we observe that the precision of the 95 per cent confi-
dence intervals becomes worse towards the redshift training bound-
aries when the search radius increases.
In Figures S16, S17 and S18 (available online) we ran the
tuned model on clusters at high redshift, which have a redshift be-
yond the redshift training boundaries such that they did not qualify
for the WNMR dataset, to obtain photometric redshift predictions
that have full bootstrap resamples returned at each search radius.
We immediately notice that the overall accuracy of photometric
redshift predictions is low when compared to the other test sets,
as the tuned model constantly underestimates the photometric red-
shifts regardless of the search radius used. We also observe that the
precision of the 95 per cent confidence intervals around predictions
is poorly constrained, such that it would be difficult to distinguish
clusters at high redshift from poorly constrained clusters at inter-
mediate redshift.
In Figures S24, S25 and S26 (available online) we ran the
tuned model on clusters at high redshift with low richness, which
have a richness of twenty or fewer member galaxies and a redshift
beyond the redshift training boundaries such that they did not qual-
ify for the WNMR dataset, to obtain photometric redshift predic-
tions that have full bootstrap resamples returned at each search ra-
dius. Similar to the results in Figures S16, S17 and S18 for clusters
at high redshift, we find that the overall accuracy of photometric
redshift predictions is also low, as the tuned model constantly un-
derestimates the photometric redshifts. In addition, the 95 per cent
confidence intervals around predictions are also poorly constrained
regardless of the search radius used.
In Figures S32, S33 and S34 (available online) we ran the
tuned model on clusters with low richness, which have a richness
of twenty or fewer member galaxies such that they did not qualify
for the WNMR dataset, to obtain photometric redshift predictions
that have full bootstrap resamples returned at each search radius.
Similar to the results in Figures S8, S9 and S10 for clusters with
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Figure 10. Validation curves from tuning the number of bootstrap resam-
ples hyper-parameter setting, where the relative frequency of features se-
lected by SFS with the MWAR training set is shown for each search radii
(10 arcseconds on the top row, 21 arcseconds in the middle row and 32
arcseconds on the bottom row). The individual points display the relative
frequency of features selected by SFS across a fixed number of bootstrap
resamples with respect to the other hyper-parameter settings of the SRKNN
algorithm.
low richness, we find that the overall accuracy of the photometric
redshift predictions is high, as only a minority of cases have rel-
atively large photometric redshift prediction errors. Although, we
also observe that the precision of the 95 per cent confidence inter-
vals becomes worse towards the redshift training boundaries when
the search radius increases.
Lastly, we also evaluate the effectiveness from increasing the
search radius on the performance of photometric redshift predic-
tions and the number of clusters with full bootstrap resamples re-
turned. For example, if a cluster did not have a photometric redshift
estimate with full bootstrap resamples returned within a 10 arc-
seconds search radius, we would try using a 21 arcseconds search
radius instead. From which, if a 21 arcseconds search radius was
not sufficient, we would then try using a 32 arcseconds search in-
stead. In Figures S40, S43, S46, S49, S52 and S55 we find that
Figure 11. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift pre-
dictions of clusters for the WNMR test set that had full bootstrap resamples
returned within a 10 arcseconds search radius. Top row: Predicted versus
‘actual’ photometric redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms
of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift pre-
diction error versus ‘actual’ redshift of tested clusters with frequency his-
tograms of the distributions. Other: ’# clusters (total)’ represents the total
number of clusters in the WNMR dataset, ’# clusters (radius)’ represents the
number of clusters in the WNMR test set that have observed galaxies within
a 10 arcseconds search radius, ’# clusters (shown)’ represents the number of
clusters in the WNMR test set that have observed galaxies within a 10 arc-
seconds search radius with full bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz represents
the median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clus-
ters within a 10 arcseconds search radius with partial bootstrap resamples
returned.
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Figure 12. This figure is equivalent to Figure 11 except we examine the
performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters within a 21 arc-
seconds search radius.
as the search radius increases the overall accuracy of photometric
redshift estimates decreases. Although, this can still be beneficial
rather than having clusters with no photometric redshift estimates
at all. We also observe that as the search radius increases the num-
ber of photometric redshift estimates with full bootstrap resamples
returned decreases as well. These trends can be seen repeating for
all of the test sets.
Figure 13. This figure is equivalent to Figure 11 except we examine the
performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters within a 32 arc-
seconds search radius.
4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Effectiveness Of Z-Sequence For Photometric Redshift
Predictions
In §§3.3 we employ samples from the WHL12 and redMaPPer
cluster catalogues to examine the performance of the tuned model.
From Figures 11, 12 and 13 it can be seen that majority of clusters
in the WNMR test set are observed at low to intermediate redshifts,
whereas from Figures 14, 15 and 16 it can be seen that majority of
clusters in the RNMW test set are observed at intermediate redshift.
This tells us that the methods used to estimate photometric redshifts
in WHL12 and redMaPPer can significantly influence the resultant
redshift distributions. Although, we find that the tuned model does
not have much difficulty in working with either of these redshift
distributions, as the overall performance of photometric redshift
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Figure 14. This figure is equivalent to Figure 11 except we examine the
performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters within a 10 arc-
seconds search radius for the RNMW test set.
prediction errors for both test sets are similar. From which, we can
infer that Z-Sequence can be effectively utilised across a wide range
of redshifts if the appropriate training data is available.
For this paper, we assign the photometric redshifts of the
WHL12 and redMaPPer cluster catalogues as ‘actual’ redshifts
to examine the model performance on a large sample of clusters.
Since we aim to minimise data wastage, it is important to try to
utilise all available clusters even though not all clusters will have
spectroscopic redshifts. We are aware that the ‘actual’ photomet-
ric redshifts for clusters in WHL12 and redMaPPer have a scatter
of ∼ 0.01 from spectroscopic redshifts. This is similar to the scat-
ter in our photometric redshift prediction errors of ∼ 0.01 from the
‘actual’ photometric redshifts, which suggests that our model is as
accurate as it can be based on the data used for training and test-
ing. We expect that our photometric redshift prediction error would
Figure 15. This figure is equivalent to Figure 11 except we examine the
performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters within a 21 arc-
seconds search radius for the RNMW test set.
decrease if we trained on a large, entirely spectroscopic sample in-
stead as the scatter associated with the photometric redshifts in the
WHL12 and redMaPPer catalogues will be removed. In addition,
it should be noted that the flaring seen in Figures 14, 15 and 16
lowers the predicted redshift values between "actual" redshifts of
0.35 ≥ z ≥ 0.45 for the RNMW test set. This is due to the flaring
originating from redMaPPer itself and not from our algorithm, as it
also occurs in Figure 7 of Rykoff et al. (2014).
In §§3.4 we test the tuned model on clusters with unseen prop-
erties. We find that the tuned model performs well on clusters in
similar parameter space to the MWAR training set and it also per-
forms well on clusters of all richnesses within the redshift training
boundaries. However, the tuned model performs poorly on clusters
beyond the redshift training boundaries. This tells us that the per-
formance of the tuned model is more dependent on the redshift of
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Figure 16. This figure is equivalent to Figure 11 except we examine the
performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters within a 32 arc-
seconds search radius for the RNMW test set.
the cluster than the richness of the cluster. The tuned model is only
effective on clusters at the redshift range it was trained for since we
are limited to the redshift range of the majority of clusters available
in SDSS. In addition, we observe an apparent feature seen at the
lower and upper boundaries for predicted photometric redshifts in
Figures 11, 12 and 13. We believe the cause of the apparent feature
is due the nature of the machine learning algorithm itself. This is
because the k-nearest neighbours algorithm calculates its predic-
tion from the labels of the nearest neighbour examples in the train-
ing set when given an input data point, where the photometric red-
shift limits of the MWAR dataset is 0.0698 ≤ z ≤ 0.5986 whilst the
WNMR dataset is 0.05 ≤ z ≤ 0.599. This means that all photomet-
ric redshift predictions are bounded within the photometric redshift
training range, such that clusters with ‘actual’ redshifts outside the
boundaries could end up as part of the apparent feature. This ex-
Figure 17. Plots displaying the number of galaxies used in photometric
redshift predictions versus ‘actual’ redshift of tested clusters for the WNMR
test set, where predictions had full bootstrap resamples returned within a 10
(top row), 21 (middle row) and 32 (bottom row) arcseconds search radius.
It should be noted that the size of individual points change in relation to the
value of the non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error. Frequency
histograms of the distributions are also shown. Ẽz represents the median
of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters for each
number of galaxies bin.
plains why we do not observe the apparent feature in Figures 14,
15 and 16 as the photometric redshift limits of the RNMW dataset
is 0.0811≤ z≤ 0.5983. As a further demonstration of the success of
our algorithm, we note that the WNMR and RNMW test sets con-
sist of clusters found in one catalogue and not the other. This could
mean that these clusters are more difficult to detect and therefore
potentially harder to assign a redshift value via other photometric
redshift prediction methods, whereas our algorithm can estimate
redshifts for the majority of these clusters. It should also be noted
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Figure 18. This figure is equivalent to Figure 17 except we examine the
number of galaxies used in photometric redshift predictions for the RNMW
test set.
that the observed magnitude errors for all SDSS filters increases
with redshift, as seen in Figure SA10 (available online). This means
it would be difficult for any empirical algorithm to make accurate
photometric estimates in the high redshift regime. However, we ex-
pect our model would be successful at estimating photometric red-
shifts for high redshift clusters if trained on imaging surveys such
as LSST or Euclid, which will have greater photometric depths to
increase the redshift limits of cluster detection when compared with
SDSS.
We notice in Table 3 that the median value of |∆z|/(1 + z) in-
creases for the WNMR and RNMW test sets by 32 per cent and
47 per cent respectively when the search radius is enlarged from
10 arcseconds to 32 arcseconds. This can also be seen in §§3.4
where the number of cases with accurate photometric redshift es-
Figure 19. Frequency histograms displaying the ‘actual’ redshift distribu-
tions of clusters from the WNMR test set that had no bootstrap resamples
returned within a 10 (top row), 21 (middle row) and 32 (bottom row) arc-
seconds
search radius.
Figure 20. This figure is equivalent to Figure 19 except we examine the
‘actual’ redshift distributions of clusters that had no bootstrap resamples
returned for the RNMW test set.
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timates decreases as the search radius increases, as a larger search
radius is more likely to include interlopers. From Figures SA6, SA7
and SA9 (available online), we find that interlopers are evident in
contaminating estimates with relatively large photometric redshift
prediction errors if they appear in the test set. Whilst Figures SA4,
SA5 and SA8 (available online) indicate that interlopers are also
somewhat present within the training set itself, as we find that some
model predictions for clusters with no obvious interlopers in the
test set still have relatively large photometric redshift prediction
errors. Subsequently, we aim to further improve the accuracy of
the Z-Sequence model in future work by developing new strategies
to constrain interlopers, such as with unsupervised machine learn-
ing techniques that identifies the presence of line-of-sight inter-
loping galaxies and multiple projected line-of-sight clusters. This
new method can be employed as an additional pre-processing tool
to accompany the Z-Sequence model. From which, we could in-
crease the size of the search radius once the obvious interlopers
are removed and examine whether the photometric redshift pre-
diction accuracy significantly improves if more cluster members
are included. In addition, Figures SA6 and SA9 (available online)
show that filter magnitude-cuts are also partially responsible for es-
timates with relatively large photometric redshift prediction errors,
as we find that all of the galaxy members in some cluster cores
are removed from model predictions due to poor photometry mea-
surements. Furthermore, we notice in Figure SA7 (available online)
that the 95 per cent confidence interval for the photometric redshift
estimate involving the interloper becomes considerably wider in
comparison to the photometric redshift estimates without the in-
terloper. This shows that the bootstrap confidence intervals could
indicate whether interlopers are involved in the model prediction.
Although, it should be noted that Figures 17 and 18 show that the
majority of the model predictions seem to employ relatively few
galaxies for each search radii, such that it would be difficult to con-
strain interlopers in most instances. Moreover, by comparing the
number of clusters that have photometric redshift estimates with
full bootstrap resamples returned exclusively within each of the 10,
21, 32 arcseconds search radii (see Figures S40, S43, S46, S49,
S52 and S55 [available online]), we discover that the majority of
cases are actually within the 10 arcseconds search radius whereas
only a minority of cases require an increase in the search radius
to 21 and 32 arcseconds. This suggests that if we were to retrain
the model on different surveys, we could consider not needing to
employ multiple large search radii as the computational cost for
training the model could outweigh the benefits gained.
It is worth noting that our approach results in photometric
redshift predictions with full, partial and no bootstrap resamples
returned. This is primarily due to the use of filter magnitude-
cuts in each internal KNN model, which excludes galaxies with
poorer photometric measurements from the cluster before any pre-
dictions are made. Although, we observe in §§3.1 that applying fil-
ter magnitude-cuts can improve the overall accuracy of photometric
redshift estimates. From which, we find that photometric redshift
predictions with full bootstrap resamples returned are fairly accu-
rate, as seen in §§3.3. However, it can also be seen that photometric
redshift predictions with partial bootstrap resamples returned have
low accuracy. This could be caused by the remaining bootstrap re-
samples not utilising strong predictive features. Subsequently, we
advise that future photometric redshift estimates with partial boot-
strap resamples returned should be flagged and used cautiously.
4.2 Practicality Of The Machine Learning Techniques Used
In This Paper
For this paper, we are aware that the KNN algorithm can suffer
from a dimensionality effect known as the ‘curse of dimensional-
ity’ (Hastie et al. 2009). This can cause training samples to be dis-
proportionately represented and sparsely distributed in high dimen-
sional feature space, especially when the number of input features
is greater than the number of training samples. As a consequence,
this restricts the performance of machine learning algorithms due
to the high complexity learning involved. There are several ap-
proaches that can be used to limit the impact of this dimensional-
ity effect, which include feature selection techniques (e.g. Sequen-
tial Feature Selection [Guyon & Elisseeff 2003], Chi-Squared Test
[Pearson 1900], Fisher Score [Duda et al. 2001]) and feature extrac-
tion techniques (e.g. Principal Component Analysis [Pearson 1901;
Hotelling 1933], Independent Component Analysis [Comon 1994;
Hyvärinen & Oja 2000], Partial Least Squares Regression [Wold
1983; Wold et al. 2001]). These techniques promote useful features
and ignore redundant features to subsequently constrain the dimen-
sionality of the feature space. For a classification scenario, Raudys
& Jain (1991) suggests that if the number of input features is not
too large, such as between five to ten, then at least between fifty to
one hundred corresponding training samples are required per class
to minimise the ‘curse of dimensionality’. In our case, we ensure
that the MWAR training set has a sufficient number of observations
in the majority of redshift bins, as seen in Figure SA2 (available on-
line). In addition, we prefer to use a feature selection method that
employs features which maximise prediction accuracy rather than a
feature extraction method that projects statistically significant fea-
tures into a reduced feature space.
The most commonly used sequential feature selection strate-
gies are Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) and Sequential Back-
ward Selection (SBS). These methods are designed to be computa-
tionally efficient by searching through fewer combinations of fea-
ture space to provide a quasi-optimal solution rather than a global
optimal solution. As described earlier in §§2.2.1, SFS iteratively
adds features to an empty feature subset in a forward manner whilst
SBS iteratively eliminates features from a full feature subset in a
backward manner (Aha & Bankert 1996). This means that SBS
will examine more high dimensional combinations of features com-
pared with SFS, which could increase prediction accuracy but at a
much higher computational cost. Nonetheless, we decide that SBS
is not compatible for this work since the 95 per cent cluster re-
tainment threshold would be immediately bypassed if all features
are used at the same time, as seen in Figure 5. Although, we could
consider SBS as an alternative feature selection strategy in imaging
surveys that have greater filter sensitivity than SDSS. We also com-
pare the performance between SFS and manual feature selection.
From comparing Figures 4 and S1 (available online), we find that
SFS selected features consistently perform better than the manu-
ally selected features for the KNN algorithm. This means that SFS
is more precise than manual feature selection at taking into account
minor details in the datasets. From which, we decide that SFS has
better synergy for working with bootstrap resamples in the SRKNN
algorithm. It should be noted that we also randomly initialise the in-
put features to the SRKNN algorithm as an additional starting step
to SFS to reduce the impact from strong collinear features (see Fig-
ures SA11 and SA12 [available online]) during the feature selection
process. Furthermore, in Figure 10 it can be seen that using a large
number of bootstrap resamples for the SRKNN algorithm improves
the stability for the relative frequency of SFS selected features. This
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is in contrast to using an individual algorithm such as the KNN al-
gorithm (see Table 2) or using just one bootstrap resample in the
SRKNN algorithm. This tells us that the SRKNN algorithm with
a large number of bootstrap resamples is able to cope with minor
changes to the training set, which would otherwise result in com-
pletely different features being used by the model.
The bias-variance tradeoff describes how generalised a super-
vised machine learning algorithm is at learning a target function
(Briscoe & Feldman 2011). If an algorithm is highly dependent on
the training dataset during learning, it will perform poorly on new
data. This results in many predictions with high variance and low
bias. On the other hand, if an algorithm makes a lot of assump-
tions from the training dataset during learning, it will reduce the
predictive power of the algorithm. This results in many predictions
with high bias and low variance. For example, the bias-variance
tradeoff for the KNN algorithm varies depending on the number
of nearest neighbours used, where using low values for the num-
ber of nearest neighbours can induce overfitting whilst using high
values for the number of nearest neighbours can induce underfit-
ting (Valencia-Zapata et al. 2017; Neal 2019). For the SRKNN
algorithm, we examine a wide range of number of nearest neigh-
bours from 1 to 25 but this range could be extended with increased
computation in future work to explore a larger number of nearest
neighbours. In §§3.2 we had chosen a value for the number of near-
est neighbours that shows no obvious indications of overfitting or
underfitting. It is also known that ensemble algorithms can intrinsi-
cally reduce the overall variance of predictions for a model by av-
eraging estimates from multiple models that individually have high
variance predictions (e.g. Böhlmann 2012). This effect can be ob-
served in the random forest (RF, Breiman 2001) algorithm, which
is an ensemble that averages the estimates from multiple decision
trees (DT, Breiman et al. 1984; Quinlan 1986).
The main difference between the SRKNN and RF algorithms
is the choice of internal model, such that each ensemble is bet-
ter suited for different applications. The KNN algorithm utilises
instance-based learning (Aha et al. 1991), which means it has no
learnable parameters. Whilst the DT algorithm utilises partition-
based learning (Strobl et al. 2009), which means it learns optimal
splitting parameters. It should be noted that the KNN algorithm can
support a similar partition strategy to the DT algorithm by utilis-
ing K-Dimensional Tree (Bentley 1975) or Ball Tree search (Omo-
hundro 1989). Generally, the KNN algorithm provides higher flex-
ibility for evaluating complex patterns whereas the DT algorithm
has greater interpretability for understanding underlying decisions
(Mohanapriya & Jayabalan 2018). In Figures SA13, SA14, SA15,
SA16, SA17 and SA18 (available online) we use the t-Distributed
Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (t-SNE, van der Maaten & Hin-
ton 2008) algorithm to visualise how the feature space of the
MWAR training set appears in two-dimensional space with and
without feature scaling applied for each search radius. We observe
that galaxies with similar photometric redshifts are somewhat clus-
tered to form smooth transitions from low to intermediate redshifts
when feature scaling is applied. Moreover, we also observe that
galaxies with similar photometric redshifts are considerably dis-
persed across feature space when feature scaling is not applied.
Nevertheless, the structure of these feature spaces would be difficult
for the DT algorithm to apply partitions, whilst the KNN algorithm
is better suited to work with these smooth transitions, regardless of
whether feature scaling is applied. From which, the SRKNN algo-
rithm would also be more applicable at handling photometry data
to estimate photometric redshifts than the RF algorithm.
There are numerous hyper-parameter setting optimisation
strategies available for machine learning algorithms that are suited
for different situations. The most commonly used strategies are grid
search, random search (Bergstra & Bengio 2012) and Bayesian op-
timisation (Wu et al. 2019). These strategies require the user to de-
fine a range of hyper-parameter setting values that will be explored.
The simplest approach is grid search, which evaluates all combina-
tions of hyper-parameter settings but this approach can incur high
computational cost. Whereas random search can be computation-
ally cheaper, as it iteratively examines random combinations of
hyper-parameter settings to compute an approximate solution. For
machine learning algorithms with relatively few hyper-parameter
settings, such as linear regression, grid search is more preferable to
determine optimal hyper-parameter settings. However, as the num-
ber of hyper-parameter settings increases, it becomes computation-
ally favourable to apply random search. Alternatively, if the num-
ber of hyper-parameter settings is relatively large, such as neural
networks, then it is applicable to employ Bayesian optimisation.
This uses Bayes theorem (Bayes & Price 1763; Joyce 2019) to
generate probability estimates of the optimal hyper-parameter set-
tings, which involves incorporating prior assumptions of the hyper-
parameter settings and iteratively updating a probabilistic distribu-
tion of the search space. This means that Bayesian optimisation
can minimise the number of hyper-parameter setting combinations
that need to be tested. Although in this work, we decide that it is
appropriate to utilise grid search to determine the optimal hyper-
parameter settings, since the number of hyper-parameter settings
for the SRKNN algorithm is relatively low.
We are also aware that the accuracy of photometric redshift es-
timates has a dependency on the accuracy of the cluster finder used
to locate the cluster. For this work, we treat all input data points
in CMS with uniform distance weighting. This means that all in-
put data points are not influenced by the distance to the training set
data points. However, this may reduce the accuracy of photomet-
ric redshift estimates in regions of the sky that have many line-of-
sight interloping galaxies since the cluster finder would be unable to
cleanly define the cluster core, where the red sequence is most well-
defined. To limit the dependency on the cluster finder, we could
consider simple non-uniform weighting strategies for the SRKNN
algorithm such as inverse distance weighting (Dudani 1976). This
computes weights based on the distance of the input data points to
the training set data points, where the significance of the training
set data points decreases as the distance increases. The reason we
do not utilise this approach is due to the fact that it is also highly
susceptible to noise in the training set. Although, in future work we
could consider inverse distance weighting as an alternative, if we
can further constrain line-of-sight interloping galaxies within the
training set. In addition, the reason we do not utilise photometric
redshift estimates of individual galaxies determined by SDSS itself
is due to the fact that our method allows us to operate in situations
where no photometric redshifts of individual galaxies are available.
In k-fold cross validation the dataset is partitioned into ‘k’
number of folds, whilst in hold-out validation the dataset is split
into distinct sets. For k-fold cross validation five or ten ‘k’ folds
is commonly employed, whereas for hold-out validation a sev-
enty/thirty or eighty/twenty percentage split of the dataset is typ-
ically applied. Each approach is suited for different circumstances
to balance between computational cost and bias-variance sample
misrepresentation tradeoff (Raschka 2018). This means that k-fold
cross validation benefits from a low variance evaluation at a high
computational cost. Whereas hold-out validation produces a high
variance evaluation but for a low computational cost. In this work,
we decide that ten-fold cross validation is appropriate for feature
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selection and filter magnitude-cut analysis of the KNN algorithm,
as the KNN algorithm has moderate computational training cost re-
quirements. On the other hand, the SRKNN algorithm has higher
computational training cost requirements especially when a large
number of bootstrap resamples is used. From which, we decide that
hold-out validation is more preferable for hyper-parameter tuning
of the SRKNN algorithm. However, with increased computation we
could consider using k-fold cross validation for hyper-parameter
tuning in future work.
5 CONCLUSION
We present Z-Sequence, an empirical model that is composed of an
ensemble of the k-nearest neighbours algorithm, known as the se-
quential random k-nearest neighbours algorithm. The model makes
use of photometry data from observed galaxies within a speci-
fied search radius to estimate photometric redshifts of clusters.
In this proof-of-concept study, we assembled training sets with
cross-matched clusters detected in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
by the WHL12 and redMaPPer cluster catalogues, as using cross-
matched clusters reduced the likelihood of having false detections
in the training set. Whilst clusters that were not cross-matched were
used to test the performance of the model. We demonstrated that
employing an automated feature selection strategy, known as se-
quential forward selection, is effective at identifying predictive fea-
tures from an initial set of features (i.e. filters and colours). We
have shown that applying filter magnitude-cuts to the photometry
data improved the overall accuracy of photometric redshift esti-
mates, as this excluded galaxies with poor photometric measure-
ments from model predictions. We examined the behaviour of each
hyper-parameter setting for the SRKNN algorithm to understand
how varying them affected model performance and generalisation.
From which, we found that the choice of the number of nearest
neighbours had the biggest impact, the choice of the number of
initialised random features had moderate impact and the choice of
the number of bootstrap resamples used had the least impact. The
optimal values for each hyper-parameter setting were subsequently
chosen for model testing. Our results showed that the tuned model
performed well on clusters that were within the same redshift range
(i.e. low and intermediate redshift) as the clusters in the training set
and we also demonstrated that the tuned model is effective on clus-
ters of all richnesses that were within the redshift training bound-
aries. We have shown the photometric redshift prediction error of
Z-Sequence via the median value of |∆z|/(1+ z) on the WHL12 test
samples (across a photometric redshift range of 0.05 ≤ z ≤ 0.599)
to be 0.0106 and on the redMaPPer test samples (across a photo-
metric redshift range of 0.081 ≤ z ≤ 0.598) to be 0.0123 within a
10 arcseconds search radius, where the photometric redshift pre-
diction error for both test samples increased by 32 per cent and 47
per cent respectively when the search radius is enlarged to 32 arc-
seconds. In future work, we aim to apply our technique to imaging
surveys as a tool to approximate redshifts for many clusters, such
as LSST (Ivezić et al. 2019), Euclid Survey (Laureijs et al. 2011;
Euclid Collaboration et al. 2019), Wide Field Instrument High Lat-
itude Survey (Spergel et al. 2015), Hyper Suprime-Cam Subaru
Strategic Survey (Aihara et al. 2017; Aihara et al. 2018; Aihara
et al. 2019), Dark Energy Survey (Dark Energy Survey Collabo-
ration et al. 2016; Abbott et al. 2018b) and XMM Cluster Survey
(Mehrtens et al. 2012). It should be noted that our approach has no
prerequisites which means that it is fully data driven. This is bene-
ficial for photometric redshift estimation since Z-Sequence can be
adapted to any imaging survey and trained on galaxy photometry
data from known cluster positions in existing cluster catalogues. To
prepare for upcoming surveys, we intend to run Z-Sequence as a
complementary tool to our own DEEP-CEE (Chan & Stott 2019)
cluster finder to examine the entirety of the SDSS sky coverage in a
preliminary data pipeline, where clusters detected directly from the
astronomical images would be accompanied with estimated photo-
metric redshifts.
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Figure S1. Plots displaying the results from applying filter magnitude-cuts to the MWAR training set using a
single KNN algorithm with a control group of manually selected features for each search radii (10 arcseconds
on the top row, 21 arcseconds on the middle row and 32 arcseconds on the bottom row)}. `NC' represents a
dataset with no filter magnitude-cuts applied and `LM' represents the MWAR dataset with SFS selected
features where filter magnitude-cuts are applied to the limiting magnitude of SDSS. In addition, `LM' is the
faintest  filter  magnitude-cut  whilst  `LM-2.5'  is  the  brightest  filter  magnitude-cut.  Left  column:  Number  of
features selected for the control group feature subset in ten-fold cross validation across thirty repeats. Middle
column: Median of photometric redshift prediction errors (|Δz|/(1+z)) across all tested clusters for the controlΔz|/(1+z)) across all tested clusters for the controlz|Δz|/(1+z)) across all tested clusters for the control/(1+z)) across all tested clusters for the control
group feature subset in ten-fold cross validation across thirty repeats, where the shaded regions represent
95 per cent confidence intervals. Right column: Percentage of test clusters retained after filter magnitude-
cuts are applied with the control group feature subset in ten-fold cross validation across thirty repeats. It
should be noted that if the percentage of clusters retained, after filter magnitude-cuts are applied, do not




Figure S2. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters for the WNMR
dataset  that  had  partial  bootstrap  resamples  returned  within  a  10  arcseconds  search  radius.  Top  row:
Predicted  versus  ‘actual’  photometric  redshift  of  tested  clusters  with  frequency  histograms  of  the
distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error versus 'actual' redshift of tested
clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters (total)' represents the total number
of clusters in the WNMR dataset, '# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters in the WNMR test set
that  have observed  galaxies within  a  10 arcseconds search radius,  '#  clusters  (shown)'  represents  the
number of clusters in the WNMR test set that have observed galaxies within a 10 arcseconds search radius
with partial bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz represents the median of photometric redshift prediction errors
across all tested clusters within a 10 arcseconds search radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S3. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters for the WNMR
dataset  that  had  partial  bootstrap  resamples  returned  within  a  21  arcseconds  search  radius.  Top  row:
Predicted  versus  ‘actual’  photometric  redshift  of  tested  clusters  with  frequency  histograms  of  the
distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error versus 'actual' redshift of tested
clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters (total)' represents the total number
of clusters in the WNMR dataset, '# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters in the WNMR test set
that  have observed  galaxies within  a  21 arcseconds search radius,  '#  clusters  (shown)'  represents  the
number of clusters in the WNMR test set that have observed galaxies within a 21 arcseconds search radius
with partial bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz represents the median of photometric redshift prediction errors
across all tested clusters within a 21 arcseconds search radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S4. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters for the WNMR
dataset  that  had  partial  bootstrap  resamples  returned  within  a  32  arcseconds  search  radius.  Top  row:
Predicted  versus  ‘actual’  photometric  redshift  of  tested  clusters  with  frequency  histograms  of  the
distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error versus 'actual' redshift of tested
clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters (total)' represents the total number
of clusters in the WNMR dataset, '# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters in the WNMR test set
that  have observed  galaxies within  a  32 arcseconds search radius,  '#  clusters  (shown)'  represents  the
number of clusters in the WNMR test set that have observed galaxies within a 32 arcseconds search radius
with partial bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz represents the median of photometric redshift prediction errors
across all tested clusters within a 32 arcseconds search radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S5. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters for the RNMW
dataset  that  had  partial  bootstrap  resamples  returned  within  a  10  arcseconds  search  radius.  Top  row:
Predicted  versus  ‘actual’  photometric  redshift  of  tested  clusters  with  frequency  histograms  of  the
distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error versus 'actual' redshift of tested
clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters (total)' represents the total number
of clusters in the RNMW dataset, '# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters in the RNMW test set
that  have observed  galaxies within  a  10 arcseconds search radius,  '#  clusters  (shown)'  represents  the
number of clusters in the RNMW test set that have observed galaxies within a 10 arcseconds search radius
with partial bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz represents the median of photometric redshift prediction errors
across all tested clusters within a 10 arcseconds search radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S6. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters for the RNMW
dataset  that  had  partial  bootstrap  resamples  returned  within  a  21  arcseconds  search  radius.  Top  row:
Predicted  versus  ‘actual’  photometric  redshift  of  tested  clusters  with  frequency  histograms  of  the
distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error versus 'actual' redshift of tested
clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters (total)' represents the total number
of clusters in the RNMW dataset, '# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters in the RNMW test set
that  have observed  galaxies within  a  21 arcseconds search radius,  '#  clusters  (shown)'  represents  the
number of clusters in the RNMW test set that have observed galaxies within a 21 arcseconds search radius
with partial bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz represents the median of photometric redshift prediction errors
across all tested clusters within a 21 arcseconds search radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S7. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters for the RNMW
dataset  that  had  partial  bootstrap  resamples  returned  within  a  32  arcseconds  search  radius.  Top  row:
Predicted  versus  ‘actual’  photometric  redshift  of  tested  clusters  with  frequency  histograms  of  the
distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error versus 'actual' redshift of tested
clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters (total)' represents the total number
of clusters in the RNMW dataset, '# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters in the RNMW test set
that  have observed  galaxies within  a  32 arcseconds search radius,  '#  clusters  (shown)'  represents  the
number of clusters in the RNMW test set that have observed galaxies within a 32 arcseconds search radius
with partial bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz represents the median of photometric redshift prediction errors
across all tested clusters within a 32 arcseconds search radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S8. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters with low richness,
which  did  not  qualify  for  the  MWAR  dataset,  that  had  full  bootstrap  resamples  returned  within  a  10
arcseconds search radius.  Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift  of tested clusters with
frequency histograms of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift  prediction error
versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters
(total)' represents the total number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset,
'# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR
dataset that have observed galaxies within a 10 arcseconds search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents
the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset that have observed
galaxies within a 10 arcseconds search radius with full  bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽ z  represents the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 10 arcseconds search
radius with full bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S9. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters with low richness,
which  did  not  qualify  for  the  MWAR  dataset,  that  had  full  bootstrap  resamples  returned  within  a  21
arcseconds search radius. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift  of tested clusters with
frequency histograms of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift  prediction error
versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters
(total)' represents the total number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset,
'# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR
dataset that have observed galaxies within a 21 arcseconds search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents
the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset that have observed
galaxies within a 21 arcseconds search radius with full  bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽ z  represents the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 21 arcseconds search
radius with full bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure  S10. Plots  displaying  the  performance  of  photometric  redshift  predictions  of  clusters  with  low
richness, which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset, that had full bootstrap resamples returned within a 32
arcseconds search radius. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift  of tested clusters with
frequency histograms of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift  prediction error
versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters
(total)' represents the total number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset,
'# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR
dataset that have observed galaxies within a 32 arcseconds search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents
the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset that have observed
galaxies within a 32 arcseconds search radius with full  bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽ z  represents the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 32 arcseconds search
radius with full bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure  S11. Plots  displaying  the  performance  of  photometric  redshift  predictions  of  clusters  with  low
richness, which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset, that had partial bootstrap resamples returned within a
10 arcseconds search radius. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift of tested clusters with
frequency histograms of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift  prediction error
versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters
(total)' represents the total number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset,
'# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR
dataset that have observed galaxies within a 10 arcseconds search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents
the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset that have observed
galaxies within a 10 arcseconds search radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz  represents the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 10 arcseconds search
radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure  S12. Plots  displaying  the  performance  of  photometric  redshift  predictions  of  clusters  with  low
richness, which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset, that had partial bootstrap resamples returned within a
21 arcseconds search radius. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift of tested clusters with
frequency histograms of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift  prediction error
versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters
(total)' represents the total number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset,
'# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR
dataset that have observed galaxies within a 21 arcseconds search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents
the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset that have observed
galaxies within a 21 arcseconds search radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz  represents the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 21 arcseconds search
radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure  S13. Plots  displaying  the  performance  of  photometric  redshift  predictions  of  clusters  with  low
richness, which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset, that had partial bootstrap resamples returned within a
32 arcseconds search radius. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift of tested clusters with
frequency histograms of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift  prediction error
versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters
(total)' represents the total number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset,
'# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR
dataset that have observed galaxies within a 32 arcseconds search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents
the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset that have observed
galaxies within a 32 arcseconds search radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz  represents the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 32 arcseconds search
radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S14. Plots displaying the number of galaxies used in photometric redshift predictions of clusters with
low richness versus ‘actual' redshift of tested clusters, which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset, where
predictions had full bootstrap resamples returned within a 10 (top row), 21 (middle row) and 32 (bottom row)
arcseconds search radius. It should be noted that the size of individual points change in relation to the value
of the non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error. Frequency histograms of the distributions are also
shown. Ẽz represents the median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters for each
number of galaxies bin.

Figure S15. Frequency histograms displaying the ‘actual’ redshift distributions of clusters with low richness,
which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset, that had no bootstrap resamples returned within a 10 (top row),
21 (middle row) and 32 (bottom row) arcseconds search radius.

Figure S16. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters at high redshift,
which  did  not  qualify  for  the  WNMR  dataset,  that  had  full  bootstrap  resamples  returned  within  a  10
arcseconds search radius. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift  of tested clusters with
frequency histograms of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift  prediction error
versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters
(total)' represents the total number of clusters at high redshift which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, '#
clusters (radius)'  represents the number of clusters at high redshift  which did not qualify for the WNMR
dataset that have observed galaxies within a 10 arcseconds search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents
the number of  clusters at high redshift  which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset  that have observed
galaxies within a 10 arcseconds search radius with full  bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽ z  represents the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 10 arcseconds search
radius with full bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S17. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters at high redshift,
which  did  not  qualify  for  the  WNMR  dataset,  that  had  full  bootstrap  resamples  returned  within  a  21
arcseconds search radius. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift  of tested clusters with
frequency histograms of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift  prediction error
versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters
(total)' represents the total number of clusters at high redshift which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, '#
clusters (radius)'  represents the number of clusters at high redshift  which did not qualify for the WNMR
dataset that have observed galaxies within a 21 arcseconds search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents
the number of  clusters at high redshift  which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset  that have observed
galaxies within a 21 arcseconds search radius with full  bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽ z  represents the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 21 arcseconds search
radius with full bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S18. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters at high redshift,
which  did  not  qualify  for  the  WNMR  dataset,  that  had  full  bootstrap  resamples  returned  within  a  32
arcseconds search radius. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift  of tested clusters with
frequency histograms of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift  prediction error
versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters
(total)' represents the total number of clusters at high redshift which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, '#
clusters (radius)'  represents the number of clusters at high redshift  which did not qualify for the WNMR
dataset that have observed galaxies within a 32 arcseconds search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents
the number of  clusters at high redshift  which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset  that have observed
galaxies within a 32 arcseconds search radius with full  bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽ z  represents the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 32 arcseconds search
radius with full bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S19. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters at high redshift,
which did not  qualify  for the WNMR dataset,  that  had partial  bootstrap resamples returned within a 10
arcseconds search radius. It should be noted that in this figure there were no resultant predictions made by
the tuned model, as none of the clusters met the conditions. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric
redshift  of  tested  clusters  with  frequency  histograms  of  the  distributions.  Bottom  row:  Non-absolute
photometric redshift prediction error versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of
the distributions. Other: '# clusters (total)' represents the total number of clusters at high redshift which did
not qualify for the WNMR dataset, '# clusters (radius)'  represents the number of clusters at high redshift
which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset that have observed galaxies within a 10 arcseconds search
radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents the number of clusters at high redshift which did not qualify for the
WNMR dataset that have observed galaxies within a 10 arcseconds search radius with partial bootstrap
resamples returned, Ẽz  represents the median of  photometric  redshift  prediction errors  across all  tested
clusters within a 10 arcseconds search radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S20. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters at high redshift,
which did not  qualify  for the WNMR dataset,  that  had partial  bootstrap resamples returned within a 21
arcseconds search radius. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift  of tested clusters with
frequency histograms of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift  prediction error
versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters
(total)' represents the total number of clusters at high redshift which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, '#
clusters (radius)'  represents the number of clusters at high redshift  which did not qualify for the WNMR
dataset that have observed galaxies within a 21 arcseconds search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents
the number of  clusters at high redshift  which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset  that have observed
galaxies within a 21 arcseconds search radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz  represents the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 21 arcseconds search
radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S21. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters at high redshift,
which did not  qualify  for the WNMR dataset,  that  had partial  bootstrap resamples returned within a 32
arcseconds search radius. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift  of tested clusters with
frequency histograms of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift  prediction error
versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters
(total)' represents the total number of clusters at high redshift which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, '#
clusters (radius)'  represents the number of clusters at high redshift  which did not qualify for the WNMR
dataset that have observed galaxies within a 32 arcseconds search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents
the number of  clusters at high redshift  which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset  that have observed
galaxies within a 32 arcseconds search radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz  represents the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 32 arcseconds search
radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S22. Plots displaying the number of galaxies used in photometric redshift predictions of clusters at
high redshift versus ‘actual' redshift of tested clusters, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, where
predictions had full bootstrap resamples returned within a 10 (top row), 21 (middle row) and 32 (bottom row)
arcseconds search radius. It should be noted that the size of individual points change in relation to the value
of the non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error. Frequency histograms of the distributions are also
shown. Ẽz represents the median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters for each
number of galaxies bin.

Figure S23. Frequency histograms displaying the ‘actual’ redshift distributions of clusters at high redshift,
which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had no bootstrap resamples returned within a 10 (top row),
21 (middle row) and 32 (bottom row) arcseconds search radius.

Figure S24. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters at high redshift
with low richness, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had full bootstrap resamples returned
within  a  10 arcseconds search radius.  Top row:  Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric  redshift  of  tested
clusters  with  frequency  histograms  of  the  distributions.  Bottom  row:  Non-absolute  photometric  redshift
prediction error  versus 'actual'  redshift  of  tested clusters  with  frequency histograms of  the distributions.
Other: '# clusters (total)' represents the total number of clusters at high redshift with low richness which did
not qualify for the WNMR dataset, '# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters at high redshift with
low  richness   which  did  not  qualify  for  the  WNMR  dataset  that  have  observed  galaxies  within  a  10
arcseconds search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents the number of clusters at high redshift with low
richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset that have observed galaxies within a 10 arcseconds
search  radius  with  full  bootstrap  resamples  returned,  Ẽz  represents  the  median  of  photometric  redshift
prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 10 arcseconds search radius with full bootstrap resamples
returned.

Figure S25. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters at high redshift
with low richness, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had full bootstrap resamples returned
within  a  21 arcseconds search radius.  Top row:  Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric  redshift  of  tested
clusters  with  frequency  histograms  of  the  distributions.  Bottom  row:  Non-absolute  photometric  redshift
prediction error  versus 'actual'  redshift  of  tested clusters  with  frequency histograms of  the distributions.
Other: '# clusters (total)' represents the total number of clusters at high redshift with low richness which did
not qualify for the WNMR dataset, '# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters at high redshift with
low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset that have observed galaxies within a 21 arcseconds
search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents the number of clusters at high redshift with low richness which
did not qualify for the WNMR dataset that have observed galaxies within a 21 arcseconds search radius with
full bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz  represents the median of photometric redshift prediction errors across
all tested clusters within a 21 arcseconds search radius with full bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S26. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters at high redshift
with low richness, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had full bootstrap resamples returned
within  a  32 arcseconds search radius.  Top row:  Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric  redshift  of  tested
clusters  with  frequency  histograms  of  the  distributions.  Bottom  row:  Non-absolute  photometric  redshift
prediction error  versus 'actual'  redshift  of  tested clusters  with  frequency histograms of  the distributions.
Other: '# clusters (total)' represents the total number of clusters at high redshift with low richness which did
not qualify for the WNMR dataset, '# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters at high redshift with
low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset that have observed galaxies within a 32 arcseconds
search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents the number of clusters at high redshift with low richness which
did not qualify for the WNMR dataset that have observed galaxies within a 32 arcseconds search radius with
full bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz  represents the median of photometric redshift prediction errors across
all tested clusters within a 32 arcseconds search radius with full bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S27. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters at high redshift
with low richness, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had partial bootstrap resamples returned
within  a  10 arcseconds search radius.  Top row:  Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric  redshift  of  tested
clusters  with  frequency  histograms  of  the  distributions.  Bottom  row:  Non-absolute  photometric  redshift
prediction error  versus 'actual'  redshift  of  tested clusters  with  frequency histograms of  the distributions.
Other: '# clusters (total)' represents the total number of clusters at high redshift with low richness which did
not qualify for the WNMR dataset, '# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters at high redshift with
low  richness   which  did  not  qualify  for  the  WNMR  dataset  that  have  observed  galaxies  within  a  10
arcseconds search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents the number of clusters at high redshift with low
richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset that have observed galaxies within a 10 arcseconds
search radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz  represents the median of photometric redshift
prediction  errors  across  all  tested  clusters  within  a  10  arcseconds search  radius  with  partial  bootstrap
resamples returned.

Figure S28. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters at high redshift
with low richness, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had partial bootstrap resamples returned
within  a  21 arcseconds search radius.  Top row:  Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric  redshift  of  tested
clusters  with  frequency  histograms  of  the  distributions.  Bottom  row:  Non-absolute  photometric  redshift
prediction error  versus 'actual'  redshift  of  tested clusters  with  frequency histograms of  the distributions.
Other: '# clusters (total)' represents the total number of clusters at high redshift with low richness which did
not qualify for the WNMR dataset, '# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters at high redshift with
low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset that have observed galaxies within a 21 arcseconds
search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents the number of clusters at high redshift with low richness which
did not qualify for the WNMR dataset that have observed galaxies within a 21 arcseconds search radius with
partial  bootstrap resamples  returned,  Ẽz  represents  the  median  of  photometric  redshift  prediction  errors
across all tested clusters within a 21 arcseconds search radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S29. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters at high redshift
with low richness, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had partial bootstrap resamples returned
within  a  32 arcseconds search radius.  Top row:  Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric  redshift  of  tested
clusters  with  frequency  histograms  of  the  distributions.  Bottom  row:  Non-absolute  photometric  redshift
prediction error  versus 'actual'  redshift  of  tested clusters  with  frequency histograms of  the distributions.
Other: '# clusters (total)' represents the total number of clusters at high redshift with low richness which did
not qualify for the WNMR dataset, '# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters at high redshift with
low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset that have observed galaxies within a 32 arcseconds
search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents the number of clusters at high redshift with low richness which
did not qualify for the WNMR dataset that have observed galaxies within a 32 arcseconds search radius with
partial  bootstrap resamples  returned,  Ẽz  represents  the  median  of  photometric  redshift  prediction  errors
across all tested clusters within a 32 arcseconds search radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S30. Plots displaying the number of galaxies used in photometric redshift predictions of clusters at
high redshift with low richness versus ‘actual' redshift of tested clusters, which did not qualify for the WNMR
dataset, where predictions had full bootstrap resamples returned within a 10 (top row), 21 (middle row) and
32 (bottom row) arcseconds search radius. It should be noted that the size of individual points change in
relation to the value of the non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error. Frequency histograms of the
distributions are also shown. Ẽz represents the median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all
tested clusters for each number of galaxies bin.

Figure S31. Frequency histograms displaying the ‘actual’ redshift distributions of clusters at high redshift
with low richness, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had no bootstrap resamples returned
within a 10 (top row), 21 (middle row) and 32 (bottom row) arcseconds search radius.

Figure  S32. Plots displaying  the  performance  of  photometric  redshift  predictions  of  clusters  with  low
richness, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had full bootstrap resamples returned within a 10
arcseconds search radius. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift  of tested clusters with
frequency histograms of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift  prediction error
versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters
(total)' represents the total number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset,
'# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR
dataset that have observed galaxies within a 10 arcseconds search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents
the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset that have observed
galaxies within a 10 arcseconds search radius with full  bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽ z  represents the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 10 arcseconds search
radius with full bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure  S33. Plots  displaying  the  performance  of  photometric  redshift  predictions  of  clusters  with  low
richness, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had full bootstrap resamples returned within a 21
arcseconds search radius. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift  of tested clusters with
frequency histograms of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift  prediction error
versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters
(total)' represents the total number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset,
'# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR
dataset that have observed galaxies within a 21 arcseconds search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents
the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset that have observed
galaxies within a 21 arcseconds search radius with full  bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽ z  represents the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 21 arcseconds search
radius with full bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure  S34. Plots  displaying  the  performance  of  photometric  redshift  predictions  of  clusters  with  low
richness, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had full bootstrap resamples returned within a 32
arcseconds search radius. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift  of tested clusters with
frequency histograms of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift  prediction error
versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters
(total)' represents the total number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset,
'# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR
dataset that have observed galaxies within a 32 arcseconds search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents
the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset that have observed
galaxies within a 32 arcseconds search radius with full  bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽ z  represents the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 32 arcseconds search
radius with full bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure  S35. Plots  displaying  the  performance  of  photometric  redshift  predictions  of  clusters  with  low
richness, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had partial bootstrap resamples returned within a
10 arcseconds search radius. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift of tested clusters with
frequency histograms of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift  prediction error
versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters
(total)' represents the total number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset,
'# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR
dataset that have observed galaxies within a 10 arcseconds search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents
the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset that have observed
galaxies within a 10 arcseconds search radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz  represents the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 10 arcseconds search
radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure  S36. Plots  displaying  the  performance  of  photometric  redshift  predictions  of  clusters  with  low
richness, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had partial bootstrap resamples returned within a
21 arcseconds search radius. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift of tested clusters with
frequency histograms of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift  prediction error
versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters
(total)' represents the total number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset,
'# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR
dataset that have observed galaxies within a 21 arcseconds search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents
the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset that have observed
galaxies within a 21 arcseconds search radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz  represents the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 21 arcseconds search
radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure  S37. Plots  displaying  the  performance  of  photometric  redshift  predictions  of  clusters  with  low
richness, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had partial bootstrap resamples returned within a
32 arcseconds search radius. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift of tested clusters with
frequency histograms of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift  prediction error
versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters
(total)' represents the total number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset,
'# clusters (radius)' represents the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR
dataset that have observed galaxies within a 32 arcseconds search radius, '# clusters (shown)' represents
the number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset that have observed
galaxies within a 32 arcseconds search radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz  represents the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 32 arcseconds search
radius with partial bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S38. Plots displaying the number of galaxies used in photometric redshift predictions of clusters with
low richness versus ‘actual' redshift of tested clusters, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, where
predictions had full bootstrap resamples returned within a 10 (top row), 21 (middle row) and 32 (bottom row)
arcseconds search radius. It should be noted that the size of individual points change in relation to the value
of the non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error. Frequency histograms of the distributions are also
shown. Ẽz represents the median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters for each
number of galaxies bin.

Figure S39. Frequency histograms displaying the ‘actual’ redshift distributions of clusters with low richness,
which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had no bootstrap resamples returned within a 10 (top row),
21 (middle row) and 32 (bottom row) arcseconds search radius.

Figure S40. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters for the WNMR
test set that had full bootstrap resamples returned within a 21 (red) or 32 (green) arcseconds search radius.
If  a cluster  has no or  partial  bootstrap resamples returned at  10 arcseconds then the search radius is
increased until a prediction with full bootstrap resamples returned is obtained. Top row: Predicted versus
‘actual’ photometric redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Bottom row:
Non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency
histograms of  the distributions.  Other:  '#  clusters  (total)'  represents the total  number  of  clusters  for  the
WNMR test set, '# clusters' represents the number of clusters for the WNMR test set that have observed
galaxies within a 10, 21 and 32 arcseconds search radii with full bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽ z represents
the  median  of  photometric  redshift  prediction  errors  across  all  tested  clusters  within  a  10,  21  and  32
arcseconds search radii with full bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S41. Plots displaying the number of galaxies used in photometric redshift predictions versus ‘actual'
redshift of tested clusters for the WNMR test set, where predictions had full bootstrap resamples returned
within a 21 (top row) or 32 (bottom row) arcseconds search radius. If a cluster has no or partial bootstrap
resamples returned at 10 arcseconds then the search radius is increased until a prediction with full bootstrap
resamples returned is obtained. It should be noted that the size of individual points change in relation to the
value of the non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error. Frequency histograms of the distributions are
also shown. Ẽz represents the median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters for
each number of galaxies bin.
Figure S42. Frequency histograms displaying the ‘actual’ redshift distributions of the remaining clusters from
the WNMR test set that had no bootstrap resamples returned within a 21 (red) or 32 (green) arcseconds
search radius. 

Figure S43. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters for the RNMW
test set that had full bootstrap resamples returned within a 21 (red) or 32 (green) arcseconds search radii. If
a  cluster  has  no  or  partial  bootstrap  resamples  returned  at  10  arcseconds  then  the  search  radius  is
increased until a prediction with full bootstrap resamples returned is obtained. Top row: Predicted versus
‘actual’ photometric redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Bottom row:
Non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error versus 'actual' redshift of tested clusters with frequency
histograms of  the distributions.  Other:  '#  clusters  (total)'  represents the total  number  of  clusters  for  the
RNMW test set, '# clusters' represents the number of clusters for the RNMW test set that have observed
galaxies within a 10, 21 and 32 arcseconds search radii with full bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽ z represents
the  median  of  photometric  redshift  prediction  errors  across  all  tested  clusters  within  a  10,  21  and  32
arcseconds search radii with full bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S44. Plots displaying the number of galaxies used in photometric redshift predictions versus ‘actual'
redshift of tested clusters for the RNMW test set, where predictions had full bootstrap resamples returned
within a 21 (top row) or 32 (bottom row) arcseconds search radius. If a cluster has no or partial bootstrap
resamples returned at 10 arcseconds then the search radius is increased until a prediction with full bootstrap
resamples returned is obtained. It should be noted that the size of individual points change in relation to the
value of the non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error. Frequency histograms of the distributions are
also shown. Ẽz represents the median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters for
each number of galaxies bin.
Figure S45. Frequency histograms displaying the ‘actual’ redshift distributions of the remaining clusters from
the RNMW test set that had no bootstrap resamples returned within a 21 (red) or 32 (green) arcseconds
search radius. 

Figure  S46. Plots displaying  the  performance  of  photometric  redshift  predictions  of  clusters  with  low
richness, which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset, that had full bootstrap resamples returned within a 21
(red) or 32 (green) arcseconds search radii. If a cluster has no or partial bootstrap resamples returned at 10
arcseconds then the search radius is increased until a prediction with full bootstrap resamples returned is
obtained. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms
of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error versus 'actual' redshift of
tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters (total)' represents the total
number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset, '# clusters' represents the
number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset that have observed galaxies
within a 10, 21 and 32 arcseconds search radii  with full bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz  represents the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 10, 21 and 32 arcseconds
search radii with full bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S47. Plots displaying the number of galaxies used in photometric redshift predictions of clusters with
low richness versus ‘actual' redshift of tested clusters, which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset, where
predictions had full bootstrap resamples returned within a 21 (top row) or 32 (bottom row) arcseconds search
radius. If a cluster has no or partial bootstrap resamples returned at 10 arcseconds then the search radius is
increased until a prediction with full bootstrap resamples returned is obtained. It should be noted that the size
of individual points change in relation to the value of the non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error.
Frequency histograms of the distributions are also shown. Ẽz represents the median of photometric redshift
prediction errors across all tested clusters for each number of galaxies bin.
Figure S48. Frequency histograms displaying the ‘actual’ redshift distributions of clusters with low richness,
which did not qualify for the MWAR dataset, that had no bootstrap resamples returned within a 21 (red) or 32
(green) arcseconds search radius. 

Figure S49. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters at high redshift,
which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had full bootstrap resamples returned within a 21 (red) or
32  (green)  arcseconds  search  radii.  If  a  cluster  has  no  or  partial  bootstrap  resamples  returned  at  10
arcseconds then the search radius is increased until a prediction with full bootstrap resamples returned is
obtained. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms
of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error versus 'actual' redshift of
tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters (total)' represents the total
number of clusters at high redshift which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, '# clusters' represents the
number of clusters at high redshift which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset that have observed galaxies
within a 10, 21 and 32 arcseconds search radii  with full bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz  represents the
median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters within a 10, 21 and 32 arcseconds
search radii with full bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S50. Plots displaying the number of galaxies used in photometric redshift predictions of clusters at
high redshift versus ‘actual' redshift of tested clusters, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, where
predictions had full bootstrap resamples returned within a 21 (top row) or 32 (bottom row) arcseconds search
radius. If a cluster has no or partial bootstrap resamples returned at 10 arcseconds then the search radius is
increased until a prediction with full bootstrap resamples returned is obtained. It should be noted that the size
of individual points change in relation to the value of the non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error.
Frequency histograms of the distributions are also shown. Ẽz represents the median of photometric redshift
prediction errors across all tested clusters for each number of galaxies bin.
Figure S51. Frequency histograms displaying the ‘actual’ redshift distributions of clusters at high redshift,
which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had no bootstrap resamples returned within a 21 (red) or 32
(green) arcseconds search radius. 

Figure S52. Plots displaying the performance of photometric redshift predictions of clusters at high redshift
with low richness, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had full bootstrap resamples returned
within a 21 (red) or 32 (green) arcseconds search radii. If a cluster has no or partial bootstrap resamples
returned at 10 arcseconds then the search radius is increased until a prediction with full bootstrap resamples
returned is obtained. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift of tested clusters with frequency
histograms of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error versus 'actual'
redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters (total)' represents
the total number of clusters at high redshift with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, '#
clusters' represents the number of clusters at high redshift with low richness which did not qualify for the
WNMR dataset  that  have  observed  galaxies  within  a  10,  21  and  32  arcseconds  search  radii  with  full
bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽz  represents the median of photometric redshift prediction errors across all
tested clusters within a 10, 21 and 32 arcseconds search radii with full bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S53. Plots displaying the number of galaxies used in photometric redshift predictions of clusters at
high redshift with low richness versus ‘actual' redshift of tested clusters, which did not qualify for the WNMR
dataset, where predictions had full bootstrap resamples returned within a 21 (top row) or 32 (bottom row)
arcseconds search radius. If a cluster has no or partial bootstrap resamples returned at 10 arcseconds then
the search radius is increased until a prediction with full bootstrap resamples returned is obtained. It should
be noted that the size of individual points change in relation to the value of the non-absolute photometric
redshift prediction error. Frequency histograms of the distributions are also shown. Ẽ z represents the median
of photometric redshift prediction errors across all tested clusters for each number of galaxies bin.
Figure S54. Frequency histograms displaying the ‘actual’ redshift distributions of clusters at high redshift
with low richness, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had no bootstrap resamples returned
within a 21 (red) or 32 (green) arcseconds search radius. 

Figure  S55. Plots displaying  the  performance  of  photometric  redshift  predictions  of  clusters  with  low
richness, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had full bootstrap resamples returned within a 21
(red) or 32 (green) arcseconds search radii. If a cluster has no or partial bootstrap resamples returned at 10
arcseconds then the search radius is increased until a prediction with full bootstrap resamples returned is
obtained. Top row: Predicted versus ‘actual’ photometric redshift of tested clusters with frequency histograms
of the distributions. Bottom row: Non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error versus 'actual' redshift of
tested clusters with frequency histograms of the distributions. Other: '# clusters (total)' represents the total
number of clusters with low richness which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, '# clusters' represents the
number  of  clusters  with  low richness  which  did  not  qualify  for  the  WNMR dataset  that  have  observed
galaxies within a 10, 21 and 32 arcseconds search radii with full bootstrap resamples returned, Ẽ z represents
the  median  of  photometric  redshift  prediction  errors  across  all  tested  clusters  within  a  10,  21  and  32
arcseconds search radii with full bootstrap resamples returned.

Figure S56. Plots displaying the number of galaxies used in photometric redshift predictions of clusters with
low richness versus ‘actual' redshift of tested clusters, which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, where
predictions had full bootstrap resamples returned within a 21 (top row) or 32 (bottom row) arcseconds search
radius. If a cluster has no or partial bootstrap resamples returned at 10 arcseconds then the search radius is
increased until a prediction with full bootstrap resamples returned is obtained. It should be noted that the size
of individual points change in relation to the value of the non-absolute photometric redshift prediction error.
Frequency histograms of the distributions are also shown. Ẽz represents the median of photometric redshift
prediction errors across all tested clusters for each number of galaxies bin.
Figure S57. Frequency histograms displaying the ‘actual’ redshift distributions of clusters with low richness,
which did not qualify for the WNMR dataset, that had no bootstrap resamples returned within a 21 (red) or 32
(green) arcseconds search radius. 

Figure  SA1. Astronomical  sky  maps with  the  J2000 epoch  coordinate  system displaying  the observed
positions of clusters in the MWAR (top row), WNMR (middle row) and RNMW (bottom row) datasets.
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Figure  SA2. Frequency  histograms  of  the  ‘actual’  redshift  distributions,  where  photometric  redshifts  of
clusters in the MWAR dataset (blue dashed line), MWAR training set (cyan dashed line), MWAR validation
set (orange dashed line) and WNMR test set (green dotted line) are originally estimated by WHL12. Whilst
photometric  redshifts  of  clusters  in  the  RNMW  test  set  (red  dotted  line)  are  originally  estimated  by
redMaPPer. The top row contains clusters within a 10 arcseconds search radius, the middle row contains
clusters within a 21 arcseconds search radius and the bottom row contains clusters within a 32 arcseconds
search radius.

Figure  SA3.  Comparison  of  photometric  redshifts  for  clusters  in  the  MWAR dataset  that  are  originally
estimated by the WHL12 and redMaPPer cluster catalogues.

Figure SA4. An SDSS image of a cluster from the WNMR test set with J2000 coordinates of RA: 200.2521
and Dec: +1.2693. The cluster has a photometric redshift of zph: 0.1296 in the WHL12 cluster catalogue.
The green circles represent the size of the 10, 21 and 32 arcseconds search radii respectively. Any objects
with no circle surrounding it within the 32 arcseconds search radius is not considered to be a galaxy or is a
galaxy with poor photometry. The white circles represent galaxies with ‘clean’ photometry, as determined by
SDSS, found within the 32 arcseconds search radius that are removed if all LM-0.5 filter magnitude-cuts
(excluding the u filter) for the 32 arcseconds search radius are applied at the same time. The cyan circles
represent galaxies with also ‘clean’ photometry, as determined by SDSS, found within the 32 arcseconds
search radius that remain if all LM-0.5 filter magnitude-cuts (excluding the u filter) for the 32 arcseconds
search radius are applied at the same time. From which, we find that only the central galaxy remains within
the 32 arcseconds search radius, such that the tuned model returns photometric redshift estimates of zph:
0.1269 with  𝐶𝐼95%=[0.0961, 0.3093] for the 10 arcseconds search radius, zph: 0.1092 with  𝐶𝐼95%=[0.0893,
0.4661]  for  the  21  arcseconds  search  radius  and  zph:  0.3976  with  𝐶𝐼95%=[0.1526,  0.4918]  for  the  32
arcseconds search radius. This example shows that the training set itself can contaminate model predictions
when a larger search radius is applied, as we observe that no interloping galaxies are included when the 32
arcseconds search radius is used.

Figure SA5. An SDSS image of a cluster from the WNMR test set with J2000 coordinates of RA: 14.8521
and Dec: +8.8671. The cluster has a photometric redshift of zph: 0.338 in the WHL12 cluster catalogue. The
green circles represent the size of the 10, 21 and 32 arcseconds search radii respectively. Any objects with
no circle surrounding it within the 32 arcseconds search radius is not considered to be a galaxy or is a galaxy
with poor photometry. The white circles represent galaxies with ‘clean’ photometry, as determined by SDSS,
found within the 32 arcseconds search radius that are removed if all LM-0.5 filter magnitude-cuts (excluding
the u filter) for the 32 arcseconds search radius are applied at the same time. The cyan circles represent
galaxies with also ‘clean’ photometry, as determined by SDSS, found within the 32 arcseconds search radius
that remain if all LM-0.5 filter magnitude-cuts (excluding the u filter) for the 32 arcseconds search radius are
applied at the same time. From which, we find that the central galaxy and another galaxy remains within the
32 arcseconds search radius,  such that  the tuned model  returns photometric  redshift  estimates of  zph:
0.1859 with  𝐶𝐼95%=[0.1664, 0.2261] for the 10 arcseconds search radius, zph: 0.1877 with  𝐶𝐼95%=[0.1653,
0.2519]  for  the  21  arcseconds  search  radius  and  zph:  0.1651  with  𝐶𝐼95%=[0.1431,  0.2001]  for  the  32
arcseconds search radius. This example shows that the training set itself can contaminate model predictions
at all search radii, as we observe that no obvious interloping galaxies are included for any search radii.

Figure SA6. An SDSS image of a cluster from the WNMR test set with J2000 coordinates of RA: 114.6438
and Dec: +44.9837. The cluster has a photometric redshift of zph: 0.5595 in the WHL12 cluster catalogue.
The green circles represent the size of the 10, 21 and 32 arcseconds search radii respectively. Any objects
with no circle surrounding it within the 32 arcseconds search radius is not considered to be a galaxy or is a
galaxy with poor photometry. The white circles represent galaxies with ‘clean’ photometry, as determined by
SDSS, found within the 32 arcseconds search radius that are removed if all LM-0.5 filter magnitude-cuts
(excluding the u filter) for the 32 arcseconds search radius are applied at the same time. The cyan circles
represent galaxies with also ‘clean’ photometry, as determined by SDSS, found within the 32 arcseconds
search radius that remain if all LM-0.5 filter magnitude-cuts (excluding the u filter) for the 32 arcseconds
search radius are applied at the same time. From which, we find that an interloping galaxy remains within the
32 arcseconds search radius,  such that  the tuned model  returns photometric  redshift  estimates of  zph:
0.1730 with  𝐶𝐼95%=[0.1153, 0.2350] for the 10 arcseconds search radius, zph: 0.2399 with  𝐶𝐼95%=[0.1960,
0.2710]  for  the  21  arcseconds  search  radius  and  zph:  0.1637  with  𝐶𝐼95%=[0.1152,  0.3672]  for  the  32
arcseconds search radius. This example shows that an interloping galaxy within the 10 arcseconds search
radius, presumably at lower redshift than the cluster itself, can contaminate model predictions for all search
radii.

Figure SA7. An SDSS image of a cluster from the RNMW test set with J2000 coordinates of RA: 155.9016
and  Dec:  +37.2400.  The  cluster  has  a  photometric  redshift  of  zph:  0.1059  in  the  redMaPPer  cluster
catalogue. The green circles represent the size of the 10, 21 and 32 arcseconds search radii respectively.
Any objects with no circle surrounding it within the 32 arcseconds search radius is not considered to be a
galaxy or is a galaxy with poor photometry. The white circles represent galaxies with ‘clean’ photometry, as
determined by SDSS, found within the 32 arcseconds search radius that are removed if all  LM-0.5 filter
magnitude-cuts (excluding the u filter) for the 32 arcseconds search radius are applied at the same time. The
cyan circles represent galaxies with also ‘clean’ photometry, as determined by SDSS, found within the 32
arcseconds search radius that remain if all LM-0.5 filter magnitude-cuts (excluding the u filter) for the 32
arcseconds search radius are applied at the same time. From which, we find that the central galaxy and an
interloping  galaxy  remains  within  the  32  arcseconds search  radius,  such  that  the  tuned  model  returns
photometric  redshift  estimates of  zph:  0.1115 with  𝐶𝐼95%=[0.0914,  0.1239]  for  the 10 arcseconds search
radius, zph: 0.1121 with  𝐶𝐼95%=[0.1024, 0.1198] for the 21 arcseconds search radius and zph: 0.2709 with
𝐶𝐼95%=[0.1972, 0.4003] for the 32 arcseconds search radius. This example shows that an interloping galaxy,
presumably at higher redshift than the cluster itself, can contaminate model predictions when the search
radius increases.

Figure SA8. An SDSS image of a cluster from the RNMW test set with J2000 coordinates of RA: 187.7222
and  Dec:  +34.6984.  The  cluster  has  a  photometric  redshift  of  zph:  0.3359  in  the  redMaPPer  cluster
catalogue. The green circles represent the size of the 10, 21 and 32 arcseconds search radii respectively.
Any objects with no circle surrounding it within the 32 arcseconds search radius is not considered to be a
galaxy or is a galaxy with poor photometry. The white circles represent galaxies with ‘clean’ photometry, as
determined by SDSS, found within the 32 arcseconds search radius that are removed if all  LM-0.5 filter
magnitude-cuts (excluding the u filter) for the 32 arcseconds search radius are applied at the same time. The
cyan circles represent galaxies with also ‘clean’ photometry, as determined by SDSS, found within the 32
arcseconds search radius that remain if all LM-0.5 filter magnitude-cuts (excluding the u filter) for the 32
arcseconds search radius are applied at the same time. From which, we find that only the central galaxy
remains within the 32 arcseconds search radius, such that the tuned model returns photometric redshift
estimates of zph: 0.1664 with 𝐶𝐼95%=[0.1189, 0.1820] for the 10 arcseconds search radius, zph: 0.1617 with
𝐶𝐼95%=[0.1264, 0.2041] for the 21 arcseconds search radius and zph: 0.1474 with  𝐶𝐼95%=[0.1191, 0.2131] for
the 32 arcseconds search radius.  This example also shows that the training set itself can contaminate model
predictions at all search radii, as we observe that no interloping galaxies are included for any search radii.

Figure SA9. An SDSS image of a cluster from the RNMW test set with J2000 coordinates of RA: 20.6248
and Dec: -8.7744. The cluster has a photometric redshift of zph: 0.5198 in the redMaPPer cluster catalogue.
The green circles represent the size of the 10, 21 and 32 arcseconds search radii respectively. Any objects
with no circle surrounding it within the 32 arcseconds search radius is not considered to be a galaxy or is a
galaxy with poor photometry. The white circles represent galaxies with ‘clean’ photometry, as determined by
SDSS, found within the 32 arcseconds search radius that are removed if all LM-0.5 filter magnitude-cuts
(excluding the u filter) for the 32 arcseconds search radius were applied at the same time. The cyan circles
represent galaxies with also ‘clean’ photometry, as determined by SDSS, found within the 32 arcseconds
search radius that remain if all LM-0.5 filter magnitude-cuts (excluding the u filter) for the 32 arcseconds
search radius were applied at the same time. From which, we find that an interloping galaxy remains within
the 32 arcseconds search radius, such that the tuned model returns photometric redshift estimates of zph:
0.5121 with  𝐶𝐼95%=[0.4954, 0.5281] for the 10 arcseconds search radius, zph: 0.4191 with  𝐶𝐼95%=[0.2343,
0.4699]  for  the  21  arcseconds  search  radius  and  zph:  0.1415  with  𝐶𝐼95%=[0.1259,  0.2168]  for  the  32
arcseconds search radius. This example shows that an interloping galaxy, presumably at lower redshift than
the cluster itself, can contaminate model predictions when the search radius increases.

Figure SA10. Plots displaying the mean filter magnitude errors versus spectroscopic redshift of observed
galaxies in SDSS for the u (top row), g (second from top row), r (middle row), I (second from bottom row) and




Figure SA11. Correlation matrix heatmaps of all features with raw photometry data from the MWAR training
set for the 10 (top row),  21 (middle row) and 32 (bottom row) arcseconds search radius. The colourbar




Figure  SA12.  Correlation  matrix  scatterplots  of  all  features  with  raw photometry  data  from the  MWAR
training set for the 10 (top row), 21 (middle row) and 32 (bottom row) arcseconds search radius.

Figure SA13. Two dimensional representation of the feature space in the MWAR training set with no feature
scaling applied for a 10 arcseconds search radius with LM filter magnitude-cuts applied using the t-SNE
algorithm. The colourbar represents the photometric redshift of galaxies found within the search radius of
clusters  originally  estimated  by  WHL12.  The  t-SNE  perplexity  value  relates  to  the  number  of  nearest
neighbours used to compress the dimensionality of the dataset.

Figure SA14. Two dimensional representation of the feature space in the MWAR training set with no feature
scaling applied for a 21 arcseconds search radius with LM filter magnitude-cuts applied using the t-SNE
algorithm. The colourbar represents the photometric redshift of galaxies found within the search radius of
clusters  originally  estimated  by  WHL12.  The  t-SNE  perplexity  value  relates  to  the  number  of  nearest
neighbours used to compress the dimensionality of the dataset.

Figure SA15. Two dimensional representation of the feature space in the MWAR training set with no feature
scaling applied for a 32 arcseconds search radius with LM-0.5 filter magnitude-cuts applied using the t-SNE
algorithm. The colourbar represents the photometric redshift of galaxies found within the search radius of
clusters  originally  estimated  by  WHL12.  The  t-SNE  perplexity  value  relates  to  the  number  of  nearest
neighbours used to compress the dimensionality of the dataset.

Figure SA16. Two dimensional representation of the feature space in the MWAR training set with feature
scaling applied for a 10 arcseconds search radius with LM filter magnitude-cuts applied using the t-SNE
algorithm. The colourbar represents the photometric redshift of galaxies found within the search radius of
clusters  originally  estimated  by  WHL12.  The  t-SNE  perplexity  value  relates  to  the  number  of  nearest
neighbours used to compress the dimensionality of the dataset.

Figure SA17. Two dimensional representation of the feature space in the MWAR training set with feature
scaling applied for a 21 arcseconds search radius with LM filter magnitude-cuts applied using the t-SNE
algorithm. The colourbar represents the photometric redshift of galaxies found within the search radius of
clusters  originally  estimated  by  WHL12.  The  t-SNE  perplexity  value  relates  to  the  number  of  nearest
neighbours used to compress the dimensionality of the dataset.

Figure SA18. Two dimensional representation of the feature space in the MWAR training set with feature
scaling applied for a 32 arcseconds search radius with LM-0.5 filter magnitude-cuts applied using the t-SNE
algorithm. The colourbar represents the photometric redshift of galaxies found within the search radius of
clusters  originally  estimated  by  WHL12.  The  t-SNE  perplexity  value  relates  to  the  number  of  nearest
neighbours used to compress the dimensionality of the dataset.
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